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1. Josef Albers

1888-1976

Study for Homage to the Square: Wet and Dry
signed with artist’s monogram and dated ‘A69’
lower right; further signed titled and dated
‘Albers “Study for Homage to the Square:
Wet + Dry” 1969’ on the reverse
oil on masonite
40.6 x 40.6 cm (15 7/8 x 15 7/8 in.)
Painted in 1969.
This painting will be included in the forthcoming
catalogue raisonné of the work of Josef Albers
currently being prepared by the Josef and
Anni Albers Foundation and is registered under
no: JAAF 1976.1.266.
Estimate
£150,000-250,000 $187,000-312,000
€176,000-293,000
Provenance
Josef and Anni Albers Foundation, Connecticut
André Emmerich Gallery, New York, (acquired
from the above in 1994)
Björn Ressle, Stockholm (acquired from the
above in May 1995)
Hans Werner, Stockholm, 1995
Bukowskis, Stockholm, 25 April 2012, lot 249
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
Exhibited
Toronto, York University Art Gallery, Homage to
Josef Albers, 26 October – 16 November 1973,
cat. no. 15
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‘Our concern is the interaction of colour; that is,
seeing what happens between colours. We are
able to hear a single tone. But we almost never
(that is, without special devises) see a single
colour unconnected and unrelated to other
colours. Colours present themselves in continuous
fux, constantly related to changing neighbours
and changing conditions.’ (Josef Albers taken
from Interaction of Colour, New London: Yale
University Press, 1963, p. 5.)
Departing from the Abstract Expressionist trends
of his time, Josef Albers’ life work was centered
around colour experimentation – the artist’s search
for and examination of colour interaction and
perception is embodied in the series ‘Homage to
the Square’, begun in 1950 and spanning over the
fnal 26 years of his life. His exhaustive exploration
of colour was a defning part of his oeuvre, from
his early career at the Bauhaus in Germany, to
his teaching position at the revolutionary Black
Mountain College in North Carolina, to teaching,
among others, Willem de Kooning, Robert
Rauschenberg and Robert Motherwell as the Head
of the Department of Design at Yale. This present
lot is an illuminating example of the red paintings
in the series – with the red hues symbolising
passion and love, these paintings were so
cherished by the artist and his wife that they
were intentionally never sold in their lifetime.
In this work the viewer’s gaze is drawn solely to
the interplay of colour, as the artist strips away any
compositional complexity by combining the colours

in a strictly regimented structure of squares. The
sole concern is colour, explored through purity
of shapes, structure, and colours themselves.
The scientifc approach taken by the artist in his
examination of chromatic interplay in its purest
forms is emphasised by the fact that the exact hues
used are quoted on the reverse of each painting
together with the method of application: ‘all in
one primary coat, directly from the tube’. In this
painting each square is set within the next, with the
tones creating the illusion of three-dimensionality,
as if the squares are at once coming out towards
the viewer and departing deep within the work.
This work perfectly exemplifes Albers’ fascination
with illusion conveyed by contiguous chromatic
felds and people’s colour perceptions: “If one says
‘red’ - the name of color - and there are ffy people
listening, it can be expected that there will be ffy
reds in their minds. And one can be sure that all
these reds will be very diferent.” (Josef Albers,
Interplay of Colours, New London: Yale University
Press, 1963, p. 5). Executed some 19 years into
the series, this work underlines the defning
messages of Albers’ oeuvre as the viewer sharpens
his focus to discern the precise borders between
the hues and to fully appreciate the misguiding
illusion of colour – the work drives us to intensify
our perceptions to become more sensitive to the
world around us. Nicholas Fox Weber writes: ‘As
a teacher Albers was to emphasize the value of
‘maximum efect from minimum means’’ (Nicholas
Fox Weber, Josef Albers, New York, 1988, p. 19)
– and the present lot leaves no doubt that Albers
succeeded in this endeavour.

Artist Josef Albers with his class
at Black Mountain College,
shot for Life magazine
© Photo by Genevieve Naylor /
Corbis via Getty Images

Frank Stella
Untitled, 1974
Acrylic on canvas
© Frank Stella. ARS, NY and DACS, London 2016.
Image: Private Collection / Bridgeman Images
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2. Yayoi Kusama

b. 1929

Infnity Nets (BSGK)
titled, signed and dated ‘“INFINITY NETS (BSGK)”
YAYOI KUSAMA 2015’
acrylic on canvas
162 x 162 cm (63 3/4 x 63 3/4 in.)
Painted in 2015. This work is registered with
the Yayoi Kusama Studio under No. 2576.
Estimate
£300,000-500,000 $375,000-625,000
€352,000-586,000 ‡
Provenance
OTA Fine Arts, Tokyo
Acquired from the above by the present owner

‘Forget yourself.
Become one with eternity.
Become part of your enviroment’
Yayoi Kusama
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‘My nets grew beyond myself and beyond the
canvases I was covering with them. They began to
cover the walls, the ceiling, and fnally the whole
universe. I was standing at the centre of obsession’
(Yayoi Kusama in conversation with Gordon Brown
in ed. Laura Hoptman, Yayoi Kusama, London
2000, p. 103).
The sheer grandeur of Yayoi Kusama’s canvas is
overwhelming. The scale of the work combined
with its intricate detail has an arresting impact,
implicating the viewer both physically and
psychologically. From a distance the painting initially
appears to be monochromatic but upon closer
examination sumptuous interweaving tones of
deep red and gold emerge. Kusama has explored
the limits of these colours throughout her career,
creating sumptuous fery landscapes which provoke
our perception and challenge the underpinnings of
abstraction and crafwork. The all-encompassing
pattern of iconic polka dots which covers the surface
of Infnity Nets is formed by a reverse process, in
which the artist paints swirling nets over a base
colour, in this case a shimmering gold. Kusama’s
unique technique establishes layers of textural
complexity, adding depth and intricacy reminiscent
of regal fnery and lace.
This attention to detail combined with the artist’s
monumental vision serves to simultaneously evoke
infnite cosmologies and the minutiae of individual
cells. Kusama embraces the paradoxical elements

inherent in her paintings and sees both herself
and the universe within them: ‘I wanted to
examine the single dot that was my own life. One
polka dot: a single particle among billions’ (Yayoi
Kusama, Infnity Net: The Autobiography of Yayoi
Kusama, London, 2011, p.23).
The Infnity Nets are the pre-eminent series of the
artist’s life and career. Kusama presented a group
of white Infnity Nets at her frst solo exhibition
at the Brata Gallery in New York in 1958, and has
compulsively returned to them for over half a
century since. They are an emblematic and deeply
personal set of arts, confgured as a symptom of
Kusama’s neurosis and the hallucinatory visions
she sufered growing up in wartime Japan. The
artist highlights the paramount importance of
the process of painting, describing the obsessive
manner in which she creates her ever-expanding
nets across huge canvases, sculptures and even
bodies, paying no attention to the outside world.
‘Day afer day I forgot my coldness and hunger
by painting’ (Yayoi Kusama, quoted in ‘Kusama
Dot Com’, New York Times Style Magazine,
24 February 2008).
Infnity Nets is therefore able to render the
incomprehensible imaginable, ofering a direct
window into the artist’s psyche. Executed in 2004,
it stands as an archetypal example of Kusama’s
oeuvre-defning series and enables us to examine
the development of her signature style.

Barnett Newman, Be I (second
version), 1970, acrylic on canvas,
Detroit Institute of Arts, USA
© DACS 2017. Image: Bridgeman Images
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3. Yoshitomo Nara

b. 1959

Missing in Action
acrylic on cotton mounted on FRP
diameter 180 cm (70 7/8 in.)
Executed in 2005.
Estimate
£1,200,000-1,800,000 $1,500,000-2,250,000
€1,410,000-2,110,000 ‡
Provenance
Marianne Boesky Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
New York, Marianne Boesky Gallery, Yoshitomo Nara,
9 September - 8 October 2005
Literature
Noriko Miyamura and Shinko Suzuki, eds., Yoshitomo
Nara: The Complete Works, San Francisco, 2011,
cat. no. P-2005-011., p. 199 (illustrated)
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The girl in Yoshitomo Nara’s Missing in Action,
executed in 2005, exhibits a troubled expression
emblematic of the artist, creating a statement
of defant maturity mingled with childish
petulance. Her features bear the hallmarks of
Nara’s pictorial style, including the thin-lined
red mouth, the two dots for a nose and the
broad expansive pale forehead. These traits
are characteristic of babies and young children
and therefore serve to emphasise the fgure’s
juvenility, establishing a striking contrast with
the strong piercing gaze emanating from her
gleaming purple eyes. Her stance is obstinate,
with the sleeves of her dress drawn over her
hands and her feet frmly fxed to the ground,
as if determined to remain anchored there.
Nara adopts a simplistic approach to fguration,

using the minimum number of lines necessary
to render the outline of her body, allowing the
attention to focus upon the girl’s unsettling
countenance and the relationship between
his protagonist and her surroundings. The
sparkling intricate background of Missing in
Action deviates from Nara’s earlier treatment
of similar subjects. Hues of green, orange and
blue arise intermingled with the predominant
deep purple of the setting, reminiscent of the
celestial frmament or perhaps the legendary
class of yokai, the supernatural spirits prevalent
in Japanese folklore. This is one of the notable
diferences and developments when compared
to Nara’s 1995 painting Missing in Action, where
the girl is presented against a stark monochrome
backdrop and from closer quarters.

Yoshitomo Nara, Missing
in Action, 2000, acrylic on
canvas, Private Collection
© Yoshimoto Nara 2017
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Nara describes the very process of painting in
similarly cosmic terms, as he recounts ‘standing
in front of the canvas sometimes felt like traveling
on a voyage in outer space – a lonely little
spacecraf foating in the darkness of the void.
My spaceship could go anywhere in this fantasy
while I was painting, even to the edge of the
universe’ (Yoshitomo Nara, Nobody’s Fool,
Yoshitomo Nara Complete Works, 2011).

Antoine de Saint-Exupery,
Front cover of Le Petit Prince,
published by Gallimard, 1946
© Archives Charmet. Image: Bridgeman Images
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In the present work, the interaction between the
fgure and the elaborate world around her also
has deeper implications for our understanding of
the girl’s consciousness and perception. Nara’s
careful use of the same purple which swirls
around the canvas for the execution of the eyes
suggests that we may be viewing her internal
subconscious, the child’s isolation physically
manifesting itself for the viewer to read and
interpret. It is frequently commented that an
overriding feeling of loneliness pervades much
of the artist’s work, particularly in reference
to his iconic studies of young girls and dogs.
There is, however, an accompanying sense of
tenacious and wilful independence that prevents
his characters from being interpreted in a
straightforward manner. We, as a viewer, are
therefore held entranced by the fgure in Missing
in Action and her simultaneously entreating
and recalcitrant gaze, nostalgically identifying
in ourselves the contradictory emotions which
characterise childhood. ‘His work attracts many
people, because they recognise their precious
inner solitude within it, a solitude which has ofen
been long lost’ (Banana Yoshimoto ‘The World
of Nara-kun’, Yoshitomo Nara Complete Works,
2011). Similarly to Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s
Le Petit Prince, Nara juxtaposes childlike
innocence with the knowledge of an adult.

16/02/17 09:20

Saint-Exupéry acknowledges the connection,
afer all ‘All grown-ups were once children,
though few of them remember it’ (Antoine de
Saint-Exupéry, The Little Prince, 1943). Nara takes
infuence from such illustrations, inviting the
onlooker to reconnect with their inner child.
The series of works entitled Missing in Action
serve as a valuable lens through which to examine
Nara’s evolving style of compelling portraiture.
The roots of these now iconic fgures lie in
the artist’s experimentation during the 1990s
with removing extraneous elements from the
composition in order to focus upon the emotional
reality of the characters. Missing in Action, 2000,
represents one extreme of this exploration, as a
girl wearing a familiar green dress looks over her
shoulder in an accusatory manner, expressing her
dislike of an unknown quantity and perhaps also
of her audience, unequivocally highlighted by the
bleakness of the beige background.

In contrast, the present work, executed in 2005,
is a testament to Nara’s interest in increasingly
nuanced considerations of the solitary and
youthful psyche, demonstrated through the whirls
of evocative colours and their inherent interplays.
Scholars have struggled to locate Nara’s artistic
heritage as a result of the innovative individuality of
his creative oeuvre, citing diverse infuences from
Pop to Neo-Expressionist drawing and the Superfat
aesthetic of Takashi Murakami. The artist himself
has expressed indebtedness to the illustrations
of Takeshi Motai, underlining the importance of
literary motifs and narratives within his work.
Characteristically difcult to categorise, Nara’s
paintings transcend the traditional barriers between
Eastern and Western, natural and supernatural
realms, and representational and conceptual art.
In Missing in Action, he efortlessly encompasses
this wide range of disparate elements within the
spellbinding stare of the enigmatic protagonist.

Kano Torin, Nurikabe,
illustration, 1802
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Rudolf Stingel, Plan B,
Vanderbilt Hall at Grand Central
Terminal in New York City
© Photo courtesy of Art Production Fund

‘You need to be representational
in order to afect the greater public,
but I never try to come up with some
diabolical strategy to capture the
publics attention. Sometimes it just
happens. I guess I go for absolutes’

Italian Artist Rudolf Stingel
Exhibition at the Palazzo
Grassi in Venice
© Getty Images 2017

Rudolf Stingel
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4. Rudolf Stingel

b. 1956

Untitled (Plan B)
signed and dated ‘Stingel 2008’ on the reverse
oil and enamel on linen
241.3 x 193 cm (95 x 75 7/8 in.)
Executed in 2008.
Estimate
£2,500,000-3,500,000 $3,120,000-4,370,000
€2,930,000-4,100,000 ‡ ♠
Provenance
Paula Cooper Gallery, New York
Private Collection
Phillips, New York, 13 May 2010, lot 103
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
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Untitled (Plan B) refects many of Rudolf
Stingel’s perennial creative concerns, framed
within an irresistibly appealing network of
undulating patterns and warm golden hues.
The artist combines enamel with the more
traditional medium of oil, creating a glossy layer
over the work and arguably reimagining the oil
painting for the twenty-frst century. Stingel has
experimented with shades of gold throughout
his career, returning time and time again to
explore the limits of colour, subsuming its
inferences of royal fnery and brocade alongside
suggestions of textural depth. Although Stingel
has ofen physically intervened and indented
the surface of his canvases, in Untitled (Plan B)
he conjures a similar efect through subtle
visual manipulations while remaining in the twodimensional plane. An elaborate motif extends
seemingly infnitely, appearing at close quarters
to be uneven and variable but narrowing into
thin uniform lines in the distance. These lines
alternatively tend towards the right and lef
of the painting depending on the viewer’s
own spatial position. We are thereby invited
to actively participate in the work, seeking in
vain to place order on a labyrinthine structure
of interweaving patterns. Rising above this
stretches a further manifestation of the same
design on a smaller scale, a repetition which
enlarges the overall scale of the composition.
This recurrence simultaneously acts as a
refection and variation of the lower layer,
lending a photographic quality to the image
and raising doubts about the correlation
between the internal elements of the painting.

Stingel has habitually sought to invert our
understanding of domestic and industrial
materials, a theme he takes up once again in
Untitled (Plan B). He challenges the customary
separation of the decorative and visual arts by
employing familiar carpet motifs as the primary
subject matter of his canvas, depicting them
in a plush and indulgent manner. The efect of
this re-contextualisation is almost otherworldly,
emphasised by the disorientating glimmer of the
enamel over the linen base. Executed in 2008,
Untitled (Plan B) belongs to a series inspired
by Stingel’s 2004 Plan B installation at Grand
Central Terminal in New York. By installing a vivid
foral carpet across the entire Vanderbilt Hall, he
transformed a busy public space using decorative
elements usually reserved for the private or semiprivate sphere. The project was understated and
monumental, minimalist in its simplicity but groundbreaking in its impact and ability to provoke a range
of engagement according to a pre-established
conceptual framework. It also served to raise wider
implications about the very status of contemporary
art and the tensions inherent in its collection.
This work sits within Stingel’s wider oeuvre
as a celebrated example of his revolutionary
artistic practice, testing the boundaries between
abstraction and fguration as well as the limits of
individual materials, colours and wider concepts.
By forcing us to take an active role in unpacking the
visual complexities and associations in the painting,
Stingel overturns conventional hierarchies and
creates a space in which new relationships can
be forged between artist, medium and viewer.

Rudolf Stingel standing on Plan B
at the Walker Art Center,
Minneapolis in 2004
© Photo by Cameron Wittig, courtesy Walker Art
Center, Minneapolis
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A Belgian Collector

Lots 5-11

Phillips is delighted to present this group from an
esteemed Belgian collection, spanning signifcant
decades of European and American contemporary art
and photography. This carefully curated selection is
centered around pivotal works which helped to defne
the very notions of conceptual and minimalist art,
ofering an intercontinental perspective on the most
infuential movements of the post-war art world.
Provoking consideration of the tensions and
contradictions associated with the aestheticisation
of surface, the group includes Rudolf Stingel’s,
Untitled, 1989, Untitled, 1997 and Christopher Wool’s,
Untitled, 1989. Both artists question the construction
of a painting and how mechanisms of creation can
impact upon ones visual experience. Providing further
insight into this discourse, Steven Parrino’s Squeaky
Fromme, 1987, explores varied mechanical processes
of creation, echoing his notion that ‘radicalism comes
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from content and not necessarily form’. Visually
diverse, the wide range of media present in the
collection is exemplifed by the infuential Bernd and
Hilla Becher’s, photographic exploration of industrial
landscapes in Water Towers, 1965-1997. Juxtaposed
with Francis Alÿs’ exploration of his environment in,
Cityscapes - (con sabana), 1993, the artists, enter the
thematic thread of their surroundings. Through the
engagement of sign painters in the creation of his
Cityscapes, Alÿs employs commercial iconography,
similarly to Barbara Kruger’s, Untitled (Our Time
is Your Money), 1985, both artists address cultural
constructs of power.
Confronting crucial themes from the past decade,
the collection considers mechanisms of perception
and creation, the role of the artist within his
surroundings and the signifcance of commercial
iconography in the post-war art world.
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5. Rudolf Stingel

b. 1956

Untitled
signed and dated ‘Stingel 89’ on the reverse
oil on canvas
167.1 x 115 cm (65 3/4 x 45 1/4 in.)
Painted in 1989.
Estimate
£450,000-650,000 $562,000-812,000
€527,000-762,000 ♠
Provenance
Massimo De Carlo, Milan
Acquired from the above by the present owner

Rudolf Stingel, Instructions,
silkscreen inks on Sintra, 1989
© Rudolf Stingel 2017
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‘His art asks what are paintings, who makes them,
and how?’ Roberta Smith, ‘The Threads That Tie a
Show Together’, New York Times, 20 August 2013.
Untitled, 1989, and the following lot Untitled,
1997, are pre-eminent examples of Rudolf Stingel’s
diverse oeuvre, providing a masterly demonstration
of the painter’s ground-breaking elaboration of
style alongside the universal themes of mortality,
authorship and materiality which he has
confronted throughout his career. Together they
ofer a revelatory insight into the artist’s technical
and conceptual techniques, through which he
challenges established conventions and raises
broader existential questions about the nature and
limits of creativity.
These paintings create starkly alternate visual
landscapes through Stingel’s manipulation of
colour, texture and abstraction. Untitled, 1989,
conjures an otherworldly atmosphere with hints
of moonlight, underscored by the shimmering
patterns running across the canvas. He blends
silver, grey and purple hues, creating a subtle
study in colour which guides the viewer’s eye
across every aspect of the surface and invites
contemplation from diferent angles. A similarly
thought-provoking aura emerges from Untitled,
1997, in which we are confronted with playful
splashes of paint and strong contrasts of black
and purple. Inviting comparison to Jackson
Pollock and his renowned drip technique,
Untitled, 1997, bursts with energy and evokes
a range of natural phenomena from lightning
to volcanic eruptions. This is typical of Stingel’s
creative output in the 1990s as he began to move
away from his monochromatic works towards
bold explorations of colour and innovative
industrial media. The transition we witness in
these pieces foreshadows the artist’s avant-garde
experiments with carpet, Celotex, and Styrofoam
in the late 1990s and early 2000s, expanding
upon the Duchampian concept of the readymade
and the ethos of Arte Povera by reconfguring our
understanding of material functionality.
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6. Rudolf Stingel

b. 1956

Untitled
acrylic on canvas
120 x 80.5 cm (47 1/4 x 31 3/4 in.)
Painted in 1997.
Estimate
£400,000-600,000 $500,000-750,000
€469,000-703,000 ♠
Provenance
Massimo De Carlo, Milan
Acquired from the above by the present owner

In spite of superfcial diferences, the previous lot
Untitled, 1989, and Untitled, 1997, share a common
thematic vocabulary and highlight the continuity of
Stingel’s preoccupations throughout his diverse and
prolifc career. 1989 was a crucial year in the development
of both Stingel’s art and his critical recognition.
Increasingly celebrated for his monochromatic canvases,
he chose to publish Instructions, an ironic guide to
creating paintings in the style of his abstract silver
series as illustrated by Untitled, 1989. Stingel radically
overturned the traditional relationship between artist
and audience, a move which Amanda Coulson theorised,
‘immediately encapsulates the artist’s tongue-in-cheek
attitude toward his work, dissociating himself from
the mythology of the artist–genius and assimilating
the viewer into his theoretical and practical approach.’
(Amanda Coulson, Rudolf Stingel: Galleria Massimo de
Carlo, Frieze Magazine, Issue 86, October 2004). These
works therefore demonstrate Stingel’s concern with
subverting hierarchies and unpacking the mystique of
the creator, which in turn serves to elevate them far
beyond their method of manufacture into the canon of
art history.
The subtle space these paintings inhabit between
abstraction and fguration amounts to a celebration
of transience, foregrounding traces of the creative
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process which encourage us to reconstruct and
relive the almost tangible moment of conception.
‘Stingel creates a transitive way to recede from
abstraction into the subject and to push the subject
into a diferent kind of time.’ (Francesco Bonami,
ed., Paintings of Paintings for Paintings - The
Kairology and Kronology of Rudolf Stingel in Rudolf
Stingel, London, 2007, pp. 13-14). Nowhere is this
refected more coherently than in the vast grey
expanses of Untitled, 1989, with their simultaneous
evocation of the artist’s mark and emptiness in the
tradition of the composer John Cage. This embrace
of supposedly paradoxical states is furthered in the
imagery of Untitled, 1997, in which destruction and
invention collide. Stingel does not perceive these two
forces as mutually exclusive and operates outside of
their restrictive parameters, a recurrent theme which
runs throughout his boundary-dissolving oeuvre.
Untitled, 1989, and Untitled, 1997, are a testament
to the indisputable beauty which underpins Rudolf
Stingel’s entire body of work across a wide range of
media, from canvas to carpets. They give us a unique
window into his creative techniques and existential
preoccupations, illustrating the importance of colour,
abstraction, recollection and above all, redefning the
relationship between artist and viewer.
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Rudolf Stingel’s exhibition at the Palazzo
Grassi on March 22, 2013 in Venice, Italy
© Photo by Hubert Fanthomme / Paris Match via Getty Images
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‘I’m examining just the shell
nevertheless, as it is for me
the contrivance for my work.
I’m demonstrating that, using
diferent surfaces, we can produce
very diverse environments’
Rudolf Stingel
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7. Christopher Wool

b. 1955

Untitled
signed and dated ‘WOOL 1989’ on the reverse
acrylic on aluminium
243.9 x 183 cm (96 x 72 in.)
Painted in 1989.
Estimate
£1,200,000-1,800,000 $1,500,000-2,250,000
€1,410,000-2,110,000
Provenance
Luhring Augustine Gallery, New York
Daniel Weinberg Gallery, Santa Monica
Leo Koenig Inc., New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner
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Oscillating between the abstract and the fgurative,
the majestic black eagles of Christopher Wool’s
1989 Untitled appear suspended in mid-air
against a white smooth aluminium surface. The
monochrome black eagle, one of the artist’s most
instantly recognisable motifs, is an exemplary
design of the artist’s pivotal rubber stamp
series. The repetitious nature of the composition
pushes the boundaries of image production and
reproduction in contemporary art, stressing the
artist’s intellectual engagement with conceptual
artistic discourse.
At plain sight one is exposed with a patternedcanvas of six seemingly-identical eagles. Yet
closer inspection reveals a subtly sophisticated
process where no two birds are identical. Through
the use of large-format rubber stamps, the
imagery is kept uniform whilst the application
of paint is altered with each impression. The
undeviating pattern is thus contrasted with the
subtle variation of paint, in turn stressing the
importance of the artist’s technique. As Ann
Goldstein explains, ‘through process, technique,

scale, composition, and imagery, Wool’s work
accentuates the tensions and contradictions
between the act of painting, the construction
of a picture, its physical attributes, the visual
experience of looking at it, and the possibilities
of playing with and pushing open the thresholds
of its meanings. They are defned by what they’re
not—and what they hold back.’ (Ann Goldstein
exh. cat., Christopher Wool, Los Angeles, The
Museum of Contemporary Art (and travelling),
1998, p. 263). In an exploration of the relationship
between painting and process, Wool’s rubber
stamp paintings must thus be understood in
terms of the picture-making method. This
attention to methodology is strongly reminiscent
of Andy Warhol’s own developments in silkscreen
printing decades earlier. In a similar attention
to process, Warhol’s ambition was for himself,
as an artist, to become as machine-like as
possible. To achieve this goal, the artist partook
in the creation of repeatedly printed motifs,
from dollar signs to fowers, which in turn became
a metaphor for the mass media pop culture
invading the United States in the 1950s and 60s.

Robert Motherwell, Study for
In Black and White #2, 1975,
acrylic on canvas, Museum of
Fine Arts, Houston, Texas
© Dedalus Foundation, Inc. /VAGA, NY/DACS,
London 2017. Image: Bridgeman Images
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Andy Warhol, Bald Eagle, 1983,
screenprint, Private Collection
© The Andy Warhol Foundation for Visual Arts, Inc.
/ DACS 2017. Images: Bridgeman Images

The 1980s marked the beginning of Wool’s mature
artistic practice. The rubber stamp paintings,
exemplifed in the present work, are regarded as
a continuation of the rubber roller series, a practice
previously employed by the artist in the early 1980s.
Selecting banal, recognisable imagery, including
fowers, dots or clovers, Wool printed uninterrupted
patterns without an apparent beginning or end.
Commonly used to apply decorative wallpaper
patterns to walls, Wool made use of the process to
print these seemingly arbitrary objects on canvas.
This process has later been developed by artists
such as Rudolf Stingel, who, through an application
of paint using a fne stencil, creates wallpaper
designs, equally achieving a patterned outcome
from relentless repetition. Wool’s advancements
in contemporary picture making came at a difcult
time for the art world. Propelled by global economic
growth, the collapse of state-sponsored socialism
and an accelerated modernisation, the art world
of the 1980s had received a strong critical and
conclusive declaration from art historian Douglas
Crimp, who declared ‘The End of Painting’.
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However, through Wool’s innovative use of the
medium, appropriating decorative wallpaper tools
such as the rubber roller or the rubber stamp, he
decisively achieved an expansion of the defnition
of painting, accentuating the longevity of the
medium as opposed to its professed mortality.
Wool’s rubber stamp series additionally present
a dialogue between utilitarian design and
unique artistic creation. Since Ancient Rome and
throughout history the eagle has been used as
a symbol, sculpted and printed in fags with the
purpose of characterising power and strength.
Stripping ornamental or symbolic designs from
their practical purpose, Wool gives them a new
place within contemporary artistic discourse.
In Untitled, Wool succeeds in removing all symbolic
value inherent to the image of the eagle and in
turn places the printed image within the realm of
the conceptual. Thus, despite the present work’s
aesthetic resemblance to the fgurative, and
being ‘excruciatingly aware of the taboo status
of gestural mark-making as an index of selfexpression, Wool was nonetheless compelled to
explore whatever space was lef within abstraction
for a critical practice’ (Katherine Brinson, “Trouble
is My Business,” in exh. cat., New York, Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum (and travelling), Christopher
Wool, 2013, p. 37).

Jackson Pollock, Number 26A:
Black and White, 1948, enamel
on canvas, Musee National d’Art
Moderne, Centre Pompidou, Paris
© The Pollock-Krasner Foundation / DACS, London
2017. Image: Bridgeman Images
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Robert Rauschenberg, Canyon,
1959, mixed media, The Museum
of Modern Art, New York
© Robert Rauschenberg Foundation / DACS 2017

As John Caldwell clarifes, ‘since the repeated
pattern has no inherent meaning and no strong
association, we tend to view its variation largely
in terms of abstraction, expecting to fnd in the
changes of the pattern some of the meaning
we associate with traditional abstract paintingʼ
(John Caldwell, “New Work: Christopher Wool”,
in New Work: Christopher Wool. San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art, 1989, n.p.). By removing
all symbolic value from the traditional fgure of
the eagle, a new genre is essentially created
in which the artist combines strong elements
of both fgurative and abstract art.
Working with rubber stamps, Wool considered
the associative possibilities of decorative imagery
in a truly evocative manner. The emblematic
nature of Untitled is unparalleled in Wool’s oeuvre.
Portraying the motif of an eagle through the use
of the artist’s signature rubber stamp process,
the present work is of a most superior value, both
artistically and conceptually.
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8. Steven Parrino

1958-2005

Squeaky Fromme
signed and dated ‘S. Parrino ‘87’ on the stretcher
acrylic on canvas
183.3 x 183.3 cm (72 1/8 x 72 1/8 in.)
Painted in 1987.
Estimate
£150,000-200,000 $187,000-250,000
€176,000-234,000
Provenance
Galerie Sylvana Lorenz, Paris
Galleria Massimo de Carlo, Milan
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
London, Massimo de Carlo, Slots and Holes by Steven
Parrino, 10 September - 20 November 2009

Minimalism, the Avant-garde and a fascination
with Pop iconography are at the origin of Parrino’s
work. Executed in 1987, Squeaky Fromme shows
clear signs of all these elements. Composed of a
bold geometric shape, this monochrome painting
creates an optical interplay with the negative
space. Unlike the practice of his ‘misshaped
paintings’, where he consistently and aggressively
tore, slashed or detached canvas from stretchers
in order to achieve a literal deconstruction of the
painting, Squeaky Fromme is completely fat. A
deliberate action taken by the artist that questions
and redefnes the traditional materials and forms
used in fne arts, and further serves as, an homage
to Donald Judd’s critique of fat and rectangular
paintings.
Parrino’s passion for subversive counter culture
is additionally refected in the title of this work,
referencing Lynette “Squeaky” Fromme, one of
the members of the Manson family, sentenced for
attempting to assassinate US President Gerald
Ford in 1975. Squeaky Fromme equally alludes to
some of the industrial and mechanical processes
utilized by the artist, such as cutting, folding
and creating slots on the canvas. The profound
nature of Parrino’s practice is perceived at frst
sight, to emanate from his commitment to the
notion that ‘radicalism comes from content and
not necessarily form’ (Gagosian Gallery, Steven
Parrino, www.gagosian.com).
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9. Barbara Kruger

b. 1945

Untitled (Our Time is Your Money)
gelatin silver print, in artist’s frame
182 x 121 cm (71 5/8 x 47 5/8 in.)
Executed in 1985. This work is unique.
Estimate
£250,000-350,000 $312,000-437,000
€293,000-410,000 ♠
Provenance
Grace Borgenicht Gallery, New York
Smorgen Family Collection of Contemporary
American Art, Melbourne
Sotheby’s, New York, 17 February 1999, lot 275
Private Collection (acquired at the above sale)
Sotheby’s, London, 2 July 2008, lot 323
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
Exhibited
Sacramento, Crocker Art Museum; Las Vegas,
The Nevada Institute for Contemporary Art
Museum; Rockford, Rockford Art Museum;
Idaho, Boise Gallery of Art
Arizona, Tucson Museum of Art, The Smorgen
Family Collection of Contemporary American
Art, 1985, p. 36, no. 11 (illustrated)

The graphic force of Barbara Kruger’s use of
language in her oeuvre is a testament to the
artist’s lasting reputation in today’s conceptual
art world. Composed of the portrait of a woman
alongside text stating ‘Our Time is Your Money’,
the present work accentuates a strong, feminist
message about the role of women in society.
Pressing a pair of tweezers to her cheek, the
depicted female fgure is a symbol of how
a physical and sexual depiction imposed on
women by society today. Kruger creates a crisp
division of the sexes, addressing women as
‘our’ and men as ‘your’, thus placing women as
victims of a consumer society controlled by men.
Supplementing an image with a caption refutes
the age-old phrase which argues that ‘an image
is worth a thousand words’. The combination of
words and image serves to accentuate the artist’s
desired message.
Translating political or social statements into clever
catchphrases, Kruger delivers these declarations
as emphatic appeals, urging the viewer to respond
and take action. In Untitled (Our Time is Your
Money), the monochrome palette of the image and
text succeeds in blending the two components,
giving image and text an equal, democratic right
within the composition. Kruger leaves no room
for ambiguity: she is determined to make her
message understood in the most cohesive and
straightforward manner.
Best known for her captioned silkscreen prints,
Barbara Kruger’s impact on contemporary art is
evident through her presence within major public
collections today, including the Museum of Modern
Art, New York, London’s Tate Modern and the Centre
Georges Pompidou in Paris, among many others.
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10. Bernd and Hilla Becher
1931-2007 and 1934-2015
Water Towers
titled, ordered and signed ‘”Water Towers”
1-15 B + H Becher’ on a sheet attached the
backing board of part 1; further consecutively
number ‘1-15’ on the reverse of each sheet
gelatin silver print, in 15 parts
173 x 241 cm (68 1/8 x 94 7/8 in.)
Executed in 1965-1997. This work is recorded
with the inventory number BHB-00944 (15)
by Sonnabend Gallery, New York.
Estimate
£120,000-180,000 $150,000-225,000
€141,000-211,000 ♠
Provenance
Sonnabend Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner

A combination of conceptual artistic discourse,
topological documentation and typological
study defne the ground-breaking practice of
Bernd and Hilla Becher. Upon meeting in 1957,
the couple embarked on a life-long exploration
into the post-war industrial landscape of Europe
and North America, resulting in a highly-prolifc
and celebrated oeuvre of both a functional and
aesthetic value. The coolness of the ffeen
black and white photographs in Water Towers,
1965-1997 is a remarkable example of the artists’
lifelong practice.
Executed over three decades, the present work is
a true portrayal of the artists’ laborious and highlymeticulous practice. The carefully composed
ensemble of ffeen photographs of towers
creates a beautiful rhythm of undulating and
intersecting forms. In an efort to accentuate the
monumentality of these industrial constructions,
a front full-bodied angle is employed, accentuating
the objectivity of the camera lens. Works from this
lifelong project such as Water Towers, 1965-1997
thus equally bring to light an aesthetic assessment
that would not have traditionally been attributed to
large industrial constructions.
Despite its uncontested aesthetic value, the
assemblage of Water Towers, 1965-1997, follows
a strict traditional methodology for typological
documentation, reinforcing the functional aspect
of the piece. Devoid of colour and background,
the consistency of each composition encourages
the viewer to analyse each structure solely on a
comparative basis, in turn reiterating the notion
of a quasi-scientifc documentation of the selected
industrial landscape.
Bernd and Hilla Becher acquired an international
reputation for their unprecedented visual
documentation of industrial architecture,
executed in a coherent and highly-aesthetic
manner. The artistic collaboration between these
two artists has created a lasting legacy in younger
generations, securing their position as leaders in
post-war photography.
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11. Francis Alÿs

b. 1959

Cityscapes - (con sabana), (Triptych:
Francis - Juan Garcia - Emilio Rivera)
signed and dated ‘Francis Alÿs 93’
on the reverse of “Francis”
oil on canvas and enamel on metal
sheet, triptych
Francis 12.5 x 16 cm (4 7/8 x 6 1/4 in.)
Juan Garcia 84 x 112 cm (33 1/8 x 44 1/8 in.)
Emilio Rivera 72.5 x 92 cm (28 1/2 x 36 1/4 in.)
Executed in 1993.
Estimate
£120,000-180,000 $150,000-225,000
€141,000-211,000 ♠
Provenance
David Zwirner, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner

In 1993, Belgian performative artist Francis Alÿs
initiated an engagement with painting, identifying
it as the Sign-Painters Project. The present triptych
Cityscapes, 1993, forms part of this innovative
approach to painting which developed throughout
the subsequent fve years. Constructing a complex
structure of artistic production, Alÿs would initially
illustrate fgurative still images based on previous or
future artistic interventions in Mexico City, the artist
then hired local sign painters to created enlarged
copies of his designs.
Sign painters, or rotulistas, are commercial artists
employed to hand paint building façades or
billboards for advertisement purposes. Working
with Juan Garcia and Emilio Rivera, the result of
this collaboration is well-illustrated in the present
triptych. Alÿs requested his collaborators to create
an enlarged copy but additionally encouraged
an element of artistic freedom. As Cuauhtémoc
Medina explains, ‘he saw the rotulistas working in
the manner of an ancient scuola, sharing a common
iconography and a set of social codes, as well as a
‘play of translations’ that transmitted ‘an idea from
one person to another’ (exh. cat. Francis Alÿs:
A Story of Deception, Tate Modern, London &
traveling, 2010, p. 59). Maintaining the thematic
thread of a cityscape, it is clear that the three
components of the present work difer greatly
in design and execution.
Whilst known for his performative interventions,
Alÿs has justifed his recourse to painting stating
that the medium is ‘the shortest way – or the only
way – to translate certain scenarios or situations that
cannot be said, that cannot be flmed or performed.
It is about entering a situation that could not exist
elsewhere, only on the paper or canvas. They
are images, and I want for them to live as such’
(Francis Alÿs in conversation with Russell Ferguson,
‘Interview’, Francis Alÿs, London, 2007, p. 26).
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12. Takashi Murakami

b. 1962

An Homage to Monopink, 1960 E
signed and dated ‘TAKASHI 2012’ on the overlap
acrylic on canvas
201.2 x 153 cm (79 1/4 x 60 1/4 in.)
Painted in 2012.
Estimate
£600,000-800,000 $750,000-1,000,000
€703,000-938,000 ‡
Provenance
Galerie Perrotin, Paris
Acquired from the above by the present owner
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This work by Takashi Murakami, executed in 2012,
provides a dizzying and kaleidoscopic window
into the artist’s celebrated practice. An Homage
to Monopink, 1960 E bursts with colour, as a
dizzying array of polychromatic smiling fowers
spread seemingly infnitely across the canvas.
The fowers are rendered in a bold graphic style
typical of the artist, each intricately painted
and overlapping in a wide range of sizes, with
a mesmerising efect upon the viewer. This
paradoxical confuence of repetition and variety
has defned his career, and invites comparisons to
Andy Warhol’s methods of mass production and
his elevation of consumer culture. Tones of pink
and red predominantly stand out, paying tribute
to the monochromatic paintings of Yves Klein
which have infuenced Murakami’s work since the
early 1990s. In spite of their individually ecstatic
expressions, the collective impact of the smiling
faces has a sinister, almost menacing edge. This is
a distinctive feature of the artist’s oeuvre, which
balances the extremes of high and low culture to
the extent that such distinctions are invalidated.

Yves Klein, Monochrome
rose (sans titre), 1960
© 2017. BI, ADAGP, Paris/Scala, Florence
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Tanaka Atsuko, 93C, 1993, acrylic
on canvas, Private Collection
© Tanaka Atsuko 2017

An Homage to Monopink, 1960 E is a preeminent example of Murakami’s flower series,
which he has explored through variations across
a wide range of media including sculptures,
video installations and clothing. The swirling
patterns vividly embody the bold, bright and
kawaii (cute) idiosyncrasies of Japanese pop
culture and function within the parameters of
the Superflat movement coined and developed
by the artist. Murakami explicitly sought
to reverse the pervasive post-war sense of
national cultural inferiority and simultaneously
to establish an international platform for
Japanese contemporary art. He therefore
created a pictorial language overtly adopted
from the style of anime and manga, often
referencing controversial subcultures.
The defining principles of Superflat are
flatness and two-dimensionality, a technique
which ensures that creative elements exist
simultaneously in the present. This in turn
serves to blur the traditional boundaries
between high and low, ancient and modern,
and Eastern and Western art.
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The consistent innovation inherent in Murakami’s
work has cemented his position as one of the most
infuential artists of the Post-Pop and Post-Dadaist
generation, alongside Jef Koons and Damien Hirst.
‘Jef Koons, Damien Hirst and myself, we were
trying to link art, which fundamentally has no value,
with capitalism and to show how it can be seen as
valuable’ (Takashi Murakami interviewed by David
Pilling, Financial Times Life and Arts, 19 June 2015).
This mesmerising and enthralling painting ofers
an insight into the seminal series of Murakami’s
career, one which can be seen to evolve and
infltrate every level of society. The artist’s
hyper-conceptual iconographies and highly
stylised techniques, such as the smiling fowers
depicted in An Homage to Monopink, 1960 E,
have redefned the contemporary art world by
extending its parameters beyond traditional
media. From collaborating with fashion houses
such as Louis Vuitton to introducing Japanese
kitsch into the Palace of Versailles, Murakami
continues to cast an enduring revolutionary spell
over audiences worldwide.
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13. Damien Hirst

b. 1965

Beautiful Mider Intense Cathartic Painting
(with Extra Inner Beauty)
signed, titled and dated ‘Damien Hirst 2008
“Beautiful Mider Intense Cathartic Painting
(with Extra Inner Beauty)”’ on the reverse;
further signed ‘D Hirst’ and stamped on the
stretcher bar
household gloss on canvas
213.5 x 213.5 cm (84 x 84 in.)
Executed in 2008.
Estimate
£350,000-450,000 $437,000-562,000
€410,000-527,000 ‡ ♠
Provenance
Sotheby’s, London, 15 September 2008, lot 35
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
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‘I want the viewer to do a lot of work and feel
uncomfortable. They should be made to feel
responsible for their own view of the world rather
than look at an artist’s view and be critical of it,’
(Damien Hirst, ‘I Want to Spend the Rest of my Life
Everywhere, with Everyone, One to One’, Always,
Forever, Now, New York, 1997, p.16).
Captivating with its frantic energy, Beautiful Mider
Intense Cathartic Painting (with Extra Inner Beauty)
is the embodiment of Damien Hirst’s profound
enthusiasm for the primordial state of creation and
death. Emblazoned with Hirst’s signature imagery of
the skull, this painting represents the physicality of
man in opposition to metaphysical views of existence.
Far from cheerfulness, the work alludes to darkness
and danger. The multi-coloured fragments adorning
the skull appear to be part of an ominous celestial
scene such as a galactic explosion. Hirst balances
this sublime spectacle with allegories of mortality,
resurrecting his fascination with transcendence.
The technique is evident in the method of paint
application used by the artist; multi-coloured glossy
paint is poured onto the canvas surface while it rotates,
enhancing the intrinsic spontaneity of the process.
The artist employs factory production methods to
emphasize the dissimilarity between labour and
concept; the factory produces, but is never involved
in the conceptualisation of the work. The movement of
the machine is also an element that provides satisfaction
for the artist – ‘Every time they’re fnished, I’m desperate
to do another one’ (the artist, in Damien Hirst and
Gordon Burn, On the Way to Work, 2001, p. 221).

Damien Hirst, In & Out of
Love (White Paintings & Live
Butterfies), 1991, Installed
at Tate Modern, 2012
© Damien Hirst and Science Ltd.
All rights reserved, DACS 2017
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Andy Warhol, Skull, 1974,
silkscreen on canvas,
Private Collection
© 2017 The Andy Warhol Foundation
for the Visual Arts, Inc. / Artists Rights
Society (ARS), New York and DACS, London.
Image: Bridgeman Images

Whilst reminiscent of Warhol’s factory-like
production process, Hirst’s Spin series also
mimics the expression of Jackson Pollock’s
action paintings.
Hirst began the Spin Paintings in the early 1990s
and completed the frst works Beautiful Ray of
Sunshine on a Rainy Day Painting and Beautiful
Where Did All the Colour Go Painting, in 1992. The
following year he set up a spin art stall with fellow
artist Angus Fairhurst at Joshua Compston’s
artist-led street fair, A Fete Worse than Death.
While living in Berlin in 1994, Hirst commissioned
the manufacture of a spin machine, and thereafer
began to seriously develop the series.
Damien Hirst has become one of the most
infuential artists of his generation. His output is
prolifc and diverse in its use of varied mediums
and artistic techniques. His obsession with death
ofen dominates his production, while the Spin
Paintings present compelling examples of the
artist’s impressions of life, technology and the
sublime qualities of picture-making. Hirst’s work
encourages the onlooker to re-examine his or
her personal existence in relation to the relevant
surrounding environment.
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Space.
Movement.
Speed.
An essay by Francesco Bonami

Gino Severini and Giacomo Balla’s works on paper
refect, even more efectively than their paintings,
the essence of Futurism’s philosophy of addressing
space, movement, sound and speed. While their
spectacular canvases bear the weight of matter,
their drawings convey the lightness of the Futurists’
fascination with the velocity of time and its ability
to defeat gravity. Focusing on the body and on the
machine, both artists employ innovative means
to address freedom and ingenuity. Half a century
ahead of the revolutionary artistic movements of
the 1960’s, the artists centre their research and
vocabulary on new industrial materials that will
utilise the human body as a powerful tool for selfexpression. While Futurism was ofen dismissed in
Europe as a local and conservative movement, whose
innovative strength was delayed in contrast with
Cubism, its legacy was in fact much more advanced
than commonly considered.
Severini’s dancers are the forerunners of Merce
Cunningham’s innovations in modern dance while
Balla’s speeding car is mirrored half a century later
by Lucio Fontana’s multiple slashes in his now
classical works ‘Attese’. Paradoxically the Futurists,
while limited in their theories at the beginning of the
twentieth century, began to shed their reactionary
visions and continued their more subtle infuence
upon new generations of artists, both Italian and
international. Exemplifed by Pino Pascali’s weapons,
shaped animal forms and use of industrial materials;
Mario Merz’s Fibonacci neon series; Pier Paolo
Calzolari’s use of freezing devices; Gilberto Zorio’s
canoes; Yves Klein’s fre paintings; Piero Manzoni’s
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Merce Cunningham and Company
performing in 1963
© Photo by Jack Mitchell / Getty Images
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infnite lines; the shaped canvases by Enrico Castellani,
Agostino Bonalumi and Paolo Scheggi; the sci-f
sculptures by Arnaldo Pomodoro and more recently
with Bruce Nauman’s sound sculptures and neon’s;
Salvatore Scarpitta’s race cars or Mark Grotjahn’s
explosive paintings. The origins of the above can
all be traced to Futurist ideals, subject matter and
experimentations between Milan, Florence and Paris.

Lucio Fontana, Spacial Concept
ʻWaitingʼ, c.1960, oil on canvas,
Museo Civico Rivoltello, Trieste, Italy
© Lucio Fontana/SIAE/DACS, London 2017.
Image: Bridgeman Images
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The dancer and the car, two archetypes of the
modern condition, are presented through the same
timeless medium of drawing. From the Lascaux
grafti through to the Renaissance masters, to
contemporary design and fashion, drawing refects
the unique and most direct relationship between
the human mind, its focus and its content. The
immediacy of Severini’s and Balla’s drawings is
the ultimate expression of two artists who, beyond
their connection with the movement of which they
were bound to belong, addressed the very idea of
innovation, not ideologically but as the unavoidable
destiny of the human kind. The manifestation of
our contemporary dimension is evident through
our intrinsic connection with the transformation
of technology and consequently the efect of the
environment mutating our bodies and behaviour.
Here, the movement of Severini’s dancer and the
acceleration of Balla’s car act as essential markers,
embodying the irreversible connection established at
the beginning of the last century between individuals
and their positive addiction to curiosity, research and
experimentation. We fnd ourselves amongst the,
once unthinkable, speed and connectivity of what
is no longer the ‘future’ but rather the present.
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14. Giacomo Balla

1871-1958

Automobile in corsa – studio
signed and inscribed ‘FUTUR BALLA’ lower lef
pencil on paper
42 x 54 cm (16 1/2 x 21 1/4 in.)
Executed in 1913-1914. This work is accompanied
by two photo certifcates; one signed by Luce Balla,
one by Elena Gigli, dated and number 17 November
2014, n. 571.
Estimate
£300,000-400,000 $375,000-500,000
€352,000-469,000 ♠
Provenance
Casa Balla, Rome (Agenda n. 60 A)
Prof. Enrico Fiorentino, Rome
Thence by descent to the present owner
Exhibited
Mamiano, Fondazione Magnani Rocca,
Giacomo Balla. Astrattista Futurista, 12 September
- 8 December 2015, no. 13, p. 56 (illustrated)
Pontedera, Palazzo Pretorio, Tutti in moto. Il mito
della Velocità in cento anni di arte, 9 December 2016
- 15 February 2017, p. 118 (illustrated)
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‘Everything moves, everything runs, everything
turns quickly. A figure is never motionless before
our eyes, but it constantly appears and disappears
... [...] The gesture will no longer be a still moment
of universal dynamism for us. Instead, it will be
the dynamic sensation eternalised as such… We
state that universal dynamism must be rendered
as dynamic sensation’, the Futurists write in
their manifesto of 1910. Ten years later Alfredo
Petrucci emphasised Balla’s innovation: ‘one
of the Futurist’s concerns was the duration of
appearance. Before Boccioni realised his abstract
plastic works, Balla focused on moving figures in
some paintings and studies.’
In the spring of 1913 Giacomo Balla developed a
study of the movement of swifs against the eaves
of his house in Parioli, Rome. His little pieces of
paper, where he simultaneously explored the
analysis and synthesis of the movement of wings
in fight, are countless, from notebooks to a variety
of sheets. As his daughter Elica recalls, ‘there are
swifs fying and partying around the roof of the
house, so he busies himself studying their fight
until late spring. It is a complex and hard task, as he
not only wants to represent the succession of the
image of birds as they fy, but also the moving lines
of the watcher as, while observing, he slowly walks’.
The six studies framed together at the Galleria
Nazionale in Rome show the progress of Balla’s
research; from the frst studies made during his stay
in Düsseldorf, to the drawings of a fock of birds that
preclude his linee andamentali, concluding with his
highly abstract composition of birds in fight, with
the silhouette of a swallow moving right to lef.

The second issue addressed by Balla in the spring
of 1913 is the disintegration of fgures caused by
movement and light; ‘movement and light destroy
the materiality of fgures’ (Manifesto Tecnico della
Pittura Futurista, 1910). In the founding Futurist
manifesto, Marinetti declared that ‘a racing car whose
hood is adorned with great tubes, like serpents with
explosive breath... A roaring car, that seems to ride
on grapeshot, is more beautiful than the Victory of
Samothrace’ (ibid). The present work shows the frst
phase where, as Maurizio Fagiolo told me during the
preparation of Balla’s catalogue raisonné, ‘cars always
run from right to lef, and the atmosphere gets thicker
in the same direction, both in circular and diagonal
forms. Faithful to scientifc observation, Balla is
conscious that the spectator’s eyes enter the picture
from lef to right. In this way, the impact between
the represented object and the eye of the viewer is
more dynamic’. Thus, the roof of the car, in scaling
perspective on the lef, is sharper than the triangles
and wheels in motion, which are also present in the
work Automobile + velocità + luce as seen in the Jucker
Collection, housed in the Galleria Civica, Milan.
Balla, who likened himself to Leonardo in the 15th
century, next experimented by replacing the car with
abstract speed, as exemplified by Abstract Speed
- The Car has Passed, 1913, the colourful painting in
the Tate Modern, London. How does Balla capture
velocity through his use of line? Starting with
specific studies, namely on the theme of relative
motion, the flight of swallows, the interpenetration
of light and the dynamism of a car’s motion, he
reaches the line of speed, which he often defines
as the ‘fundamental basis of my thought’.

Giacomo Balla, Abstract Speed
- The Car has Passed, 1913,
oil on canvas, Tate Collection
© DACS, 2017
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It is no coincidence that there are two notebooks
where Balla develops the line of speed in more
than ffy fve studies. At times he combined this
with other themes, such as the illusion of a vortex,
a landscape, or the depiction of noise, seen in the
triptych to which the Tate belonged.
The present work belongs to the experimental series
that Balla dedicated to racing cars in 1913. Like other
comparable works, it is painted in monochrome.
Maurizio Fagiolo discussed this particularity in 1968:
‘the Velocità di automobili (a car more beautiful than
the Nike of Samothrace…). Balla starts from scratch;
he removes colour as the plastic fact is what interests
him. He pairs the analysis of motion with the
analysis of noise and speed that operate within the
atmosphere, slicing and dissecting it. This sequence

has no beginning and no end. There is not only the
car’s speed, but our emotion in capturing that speed’
(Compenetrazioni iridescenti, Rome, 1968, p.17).
In a page from his notebook, where Balla works on
one of his frst depictions of racing cars, he writes:
‘everything is abstracted through equivalents/
that from their starting point/go to the infnity’.
Through this, the viewer takes on the speed of the
accelerating car, deprived of its driver, in a gradient
of lines from right to lef.
The work comes directly from Casa Balla; it was
donated by the painter’s daughters, Luce and Elica
Balla, to their doctor and cardiologist, Professor Enrico
Fiorentino, in the early 1980s. In Luce Balla’s ‘Agenda’
the present work is listed as ‘number 60 A’, from the
collection of ‘Property Prof. Enrico Fiorentino Rome’.
Essay by Elena Gigli

Manifesto dei Pittori futuristi,
1910, Milan
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15. Gino Severini

1883 - 1966

Danseuse et violoniste
signed ‘Severini’ on the reverse
charcoal and graphite on paper
56.5 x 46 cm (22 1/4 x 18 1/8 in.)
Executed in 1915. This work is accompanied by
a photo-certifcate by Daniela Fonti dated 11 May,
1994 and will be published in the forthcoming
addenda of the catalogue raisonné by Daniela Fonti.
Estimate
£1,200,000-1,800,000 $1,500,000-2,250,000
€1,410,000-2,110,000 ♠
Provenance
Albert Schneeberger Collection, Paris
Amedeo Porro, Vicenza
Chochon-Barré & Allardi, Paris, 6 October 1993, lot 37
Galleria Tega, Milan
Acquired from the above by the present owner
in the late 1990s
Exhibited
Vicenza, Amedeo Porro Arte Moderna, Gino Severini.
Opere inedite e capolavori ritrovati,
5 June - 24 July 1999, no. 10 (illustrated)
Milan, Galleria Tega, Femmes sur papier,
April - May 1999, no. 52
Venice, Peggy Guggenheim Museum, Gino Severini:
The Dance 1909-1916, 26 May - 28 October 2001,
no. 47, p. 160 (illustrated)
Parma, Fondazione Magnani Rocca, Gino Severini:
L’Emozione e la Regola, 19 March - 3 July 2016.
no. 36 (illustrated)
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Filled with rhythmic movement, Gino Severini’s
Danseuse et violoniste sings with the lyricism
and dynamism that beat at the heart of his
unique Futurist pictures. It was in the theme
of the dancer that Severini best expressed his
Futurist ideas, beginning several years earlier.
Danseuse et violoniste relates to a group of
works on that subject dating from around 1915,
when he returned to the motif of the dancer
against the backdrop of the First World War.
These works became a crucial forum for Severini’s
exploration of the balance between fguration and
abstraction, in Danseuse et violoniste, the fgures
of the dancer, the violinist and the spectator
are clearly legible, yet rendered with evocative
stylisation. This group became all the more
signifcant because of Severini’s subsequent drif
towards naturalistic and cubistic depictions of the
world, responding to the ‘Rappel à l’ordre’– these
dancers marked a crucial climax in Severini’s
search for a means of depicting movement.

Georges Pierre Seurat,
Le Chahut, 1890, oil on canvas.
Rijksmuseum KrÖller-Müller,
Otterlo / Artothek
Image: Bridgeman Images
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Gino Severini, Danseuse
articulée, 1915, oil on cardboard.
Fondazione Magnani Rocca,
Corte Di Mamiano
© Photo Scala, Florence

Unknown at the time of the publication of Daniela
Fonti’s catalogue raisonné of Severini’s works in
1988, Danseuse et violoniste was included in Gino
Severini: The Dance 1906-1916, the exhibition she
curated at the Peggy Guggenheim Collection,
Venice, in 2001. The drawing, formerly in the
collection of the art critic Albert Schneeberger,
relates closely to two works in particular from
this period: Danseuse, formerly in the Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, and sold at
auction in 2008 for $15,000,000, and Danseuse
articulée, now in the Fondazione Magnani
Rocca, Parma. While the fgure of the dancer
herself appears almost identical in Danseuse, the
composition, with the spectator in the lower lefhand corner and the violinist in the upper right,
echoes that of the celebrated Danseuse articulée,
a work in which Severini attached moving parts
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and string, writing instructions in order to create
an interactive work that pushed notions of the
depiction of movement to a new level.
The idea of movement is crucial to Danseuse et
violoniste: Severini has used the billowing forms
of the dancer’s dress and contrasting angular,
overlapping planes to convey a vivid sense of
musicality. Similar forms had been used in another
of Severini’s paintings from the time, Danseuse
= Hélice = Mer, now in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York. In that painting, the various
forms are merely evocative, whereas in Danseuse
et violoniste they are anchored in the fgurative
world of the dancer, her accompanist and her
viewer. Other closely related works include the
drawing now in the Art Institute of Chicago,
Guitariste et danseuse espagnole.
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Danseuse et violoniste was executed around 1915,
when Severini was one of a group of primarily
foreign artists active in Paris at the time who, not
being French, were not at the front. This group
included Juan Gris, Amedeo Modigliani and of
course Pablo Picasso. Against the deprivations of
wartime existence, in a capital city whose artistic
avant garde had been decimated by the call-up,
these artists continued to make their advances,
taking their cues from the increasingly visible world
of technology and machinery that was rampaging
around them. Themes of movement, such as the
trains hurtling through the countryside, peopled
many of Severini’s pictures at the time. However,
Danseuse et violoniste also marked the resurgence
of the theme of the dancer.
This was a touchstone for him, a subject close to
his heart. Dancers had reappeared throughout
and even before his involvement with the
Futurists, as he loved the nightlife of Paris as well
as its depictions by artists such as Edgar Degas
and Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec. In 1908, Severini
made increasing inroads into this universe, in part
driven by his artistic search: ‘I began to frequent
the dance halls and so-called nightclubs more
assiduously: Moulin de la Galette, Bal Tabarin,
and, further into the night, the afer-theatre
restaurants such as the Royal Souper, Rat Mort,
Monico, etc’ (Gino Severini, The Life of a Painter:

The Autobiography of Gino Severini, trans.
J. Franchina, Princeton, 1995, p. 53). The glare
of the lights and the bustle of the skirts, all
enshrouded in the pulsing rhythms of the music,
formed a spectacle which Severini sought to
capture in his pictures. He hoped to surpass the
depictions of his predecessors, pushing the legacy
of Georges Seurat in particular to new limits.
Certainly, looking at Danseuse et violoniste,
there is a strong compositional relationship with
one of Seurat’s masterpieces, Le Chahut of 1890,
now in the Kröller-Müller Museum, Otterlo.
Over the years, the theme of dance would
become an arena for Severini’s greatest pictorial
advances, as he sought to capture movement in
his works, for instance in Danseurs à Monico of
around 1910, now in the Museum of Art in Tel Aviv,
or Geroglifco dinamico del Bal Tabarin of 1912,
now in the Museum of Modern Art, New York.
The latter combined divisionist facets of colour
with fgurative elements, crowding the picture
surface with a kaleidoscopic arrangement of
panels of colour and movement, prefguring
Danseuse et violoniste. While Severini gradually
suppressed fgurative signs in some of his works,
for instance, Danseuse = Hélice = Mer. Here he
can be seen to embrace them once more, creating
a synthesis of fgurative and futuristic movement
and rhythm that marked the apogee of this quest.

Gino Severini, published
by: ‘Berliner Illustrirte
Zeitung’, 1913
© Getty Images 2017
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16. Michelangelo Pistoletto

b. 1933

Particolare della deposizione
signed and titled ‘Michelangelo Pistoletto
>Particolare della deposizione<’ on the reverse
silkscreen on polished stainless steel
125.3 x 125.3 cm (49 3/8 x 49 3/8 in.)
Executed in 1974.
Estimate
£500,000-700,000 $625,000-875,000
€586,000-820,000 ♠
Provenance
Galleria No Code, Bologna
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
Sanremo, Villa Comunale Ormond, La Traccia
Del Racconto, 17 December 1977 - 31 January 1978
Literature
Michelangelo Pistoletto: From One to Many,
1956-1974, exh. cat. Philadelphia Museum of Art
& travelling, London, 2011, p. 379
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Executed in 1974, Michelangelo Pistoletto’s
Particolare della deposizione is a prime example
of the artist’s career-defning series, the Quadri
specchianti or mirror paintings. Pistoletto
successfully blurs the boundaries between
fction and reality by printing photographs
on refective panels of highly-polished stainless
steel. Confronted with their own refection,
viewers are consequently urged to interact
with Pistoletto’s compositions, forming part
of an eternal, improvised performance. The
resulting mobility of the refected space renders
Particolare della deposizione indefnitely
malleable and thus unique to its physical
placement in time and space.
Originating in the early 1960s, Pistoletto’s
mirror paintings presented a breakthrough in
contemporary art, leading to vast international
acknowledgement and a highly-successful and
prolifc career for the artist. What began as an
investigation of the relationship between painting
and reality, culminated in the artist’s use of
silkscreen printing over polished stainless steel,
as exemplifed in Particolare della deposizione.
Pistoletto’s appropriation of the mirror corresponds
to the trend stipulated by Arte Povera artists in
the twentieth century, who used everyday
materials in the conception of their artworks.

Michelangelo Caravaggio,
The Entombment of Christ,
1603-1604, oil on canvas,
300 x 203 cm, Pinacoteca Vaticana
Image: Bridgeman Images

Refuting traditional parameters of painting and
two-dimensionality, Pistoletto has spoken of a
genuine consideration of four dimensions for
a correct interpretation of his mirror paintings.
The fourth dimension of his works, time, marks
a genuine departure from traditional painting.
The artist explains, ‘old paintings exist today
without containing the presence of our time; their
only presence is that of their own time […] In my
works, however, the current time of the future is
already included in the continuous mobility of the
images, in the constantly renewed presence of the
refection’ (Michelangelo Pistoletto in conversation
with German Celant in ‘Painting as an Event’,
Pistoletto, Gruppo Editoriale Fabbri, Bompiani,
Sonzogno, Etas S.p.A.: Milan, 1988, p. 31).
The interplay between time and space is further
investigated through Pistoletto’s use of religious
iconography. Titled Deposizione or Disposition
in reference to the Deposition of Christ,
Pistoletto subtly re-enacts the biblical scene
where Christ’s body is physically transported
to his grave. Whilst maintaining a relevant
devotional title, the fgures in the painting
are decisively contemporary. Upon initial
exposure to the painting, spectators are lured
by the woman’s ostentatious red mini skirt
and provocative kneeling posture.
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Luciano Fabro, Buco,
1963, Museo del
Novecento, Milan
© Mondadori Portfolio / Electa /
Luca Carrà / Bridgeman Images

Based on a work executed a year earlier in 1973
and titled Deposizione, the present work is a
detail of the original. By omitting the lower body
of the fgures as well as a considerable portion
of the original’s mirrored-background surface,
Particolare della deposizione is structured
diferently to the habitual body-length mirror
paintings. Given its dimensions, the work thus
relies entirely on its placement. If hung at eye
level, the scene of a woman dragging the limp
body of a man becomes purely fctional and the
viewer’s head serves a central role within the
composition. If the composition is instead hung
closer to the foor, the printed scene is rendered
physically conceivable and viewers are lef
exposed with the mere refection of their legs
against the painted scene.
The continuous interaction between the painted
and refected image on the work’s surface results
in a rigid dichotomy between reality and fction.
Infuenced by experimental theatre
performances of the late 1960s, the mirror
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paintings may be understood as the product
of a career-long experimentation infused with
elements of installation art, performance
and more traditional aspects of painting.
Executed at the highest point in the
development of the mirror series, Particolare
della deposizione demonstrates the artist’s
mastery of his instantly recognisable technique
which has become one of the most iconic series
of twentieth-century art. At the foundation of
Pistoletto’s artistic career, the mirror paintings
have dictated the evolution of the artist’s oeuvre
in both practical and theoretical terms. In their
ability to instantly and eternally mirror reality,
Pistoletto’s paintings successfully challenge the
status quo of painting and its immortality in
space and time. As Pistoletto explained, ‘the
mirror isn’t a wall, it’s always in the future, all
that is to happen tomorrow is already in it’
(Michelangelo Pistoletto cited in: exh. cat.
Barcelona, Museo d’Art Contemporani de
Barcelona, Michelangelo Pistoletto, 2000, p. 25).
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17. Miquel Barceló

b. 1957

Muletero
signed with the artist’s initials, titled and dated
‘MB BArcelo VIII.90 MULETERO MB’ on the reverse
mixed media on canvas
130.8 x 161.2 cm (51 1/2 x 63 1/2 in.)
Executed in 1990.
Estimate
£2,500,000-3,500,000 $3,120,000-4,370,000
€2,930,000-4,100,000 ‡ ♠
Provenance
Galerie Bruno Bischoferger, Zurich
Private Collection, Europe
Sotheby’s, London, 29 June 2011, lot 73
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
Exhibited
Zurich, Galerie Bruno Bischoferger, Miquel Barceló,
1990, no. 54 (illustrated)
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Francisco Goya, A Village Bullfght,
18th Century, oil on canvas,
Real Academia de Bellas Artes
de San Fernando, Madrid
© Image: Bridgeman Images

Plunging the viewer into the midst of the arena,
Miquel Barceló’s Muletero is one of the artist’s
highly-celebrated bullfght pictures, painted in 1990.
Across more than a metre and a half, the surface
of the picture is heaped with incident, impasto
and mixed media, spilling from the wall into the
viewer’s world. Despite this, the yellow sand of
the arena appears as the eye of the storm, a void
within the vortex of the walls and audience, a zone
of immense clarity where the traces of action are
visible, and the focus is upon the fgure of the torero,
the charging bull and the red fash of the muleta.
This is the cape used to attract and tease the bull
during the corrida, and gives the muletero - and
hence this painting - his name. During this part of
a bullfght, the torero attempts to control the bull,
taunting it with the red cape, providing a target,
and defly avoiding collision. The closer the margin
between them, the greater the efect - as appears
to be the case in Muletero, where the bull and the
man are shown almost clutched together, only the
red of the material separating them, the calligraphic
brushstrokes of black almost meeting across it.
Barceló is an incredibly erudite artist; during
the 1980s, many of his works took the form of
dialogues with the weighty burden of Western
artistic culture. However, in 1988, seeking an
escape from the glut of culture and information
that was appearing in his works, Barceló travelled
to Africa, where he has maintained a home ever
since. There, he was able to fush out superfuity,
focussing on the essential in his pictures as in
life itself. A new luminosity came to dominate
his paintings, and this is clearly in evidence in
Muletero. Here, the sand, with its subtle swirl
and its occasional bruises of other colours,
hinting perhaps at earlier spilt blood, echoes the
deserts of Africa that had so inspired him. The
sheer clarity of this picture, with its focus on the
tiny knot of action around the muletero himself,
refects the new path that Barceló had discovered.
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The theme of the bullfght, so engrained in
Spanish culture and the Spanish artistic tradition,
afords the viewer a ‘before’ and ‘afer’ view of
the impact of Africa on Barceló’s paintings. Earlier,
in 1988, Barceló had also been commissioned to
create a poster for a bullfght in Nimes, France.
Two years later, afer his African epiphany,
he returned to the theme in a string of paintings
that included Muletero.
Taking the theme of the corrida, Barceló was
joining the long line of artists who have treated
the subject, for instance Salvador Dalí, André
Masson, Pablo Picasso, Francis Bacon, and of
course Francisco José de Goya y Lucientes, whose
Tauromaquia is revered to this day. More recently,
in 2011, Barceló was once again commissioned
for a poster promoting bullfghts - in this case,
the fnal one to be held in Barcelona before they
were banned in Catalonia.

Francis Bacon, Study for
Bullfght No. 1, 1969, Royal
College of Art London
© The Estate of Francis Bacon ARS / DACS
2017. Image: Bridgeman Images
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Pablo Picasso, The Bullfght;
La Corrida, 1900, pastel on
paper, Private Collection
© The Estate of Pablo Picasso / DACS 2017.
Image: Bridgeman Images

Bullfghts continue to arouse great emotions,
with huge support from afcionados seeing
them enshrined within the cultural and even
political frmament in Spain. They also provoke
contrastingly strong criticism, for instance in
Barcelona, where they have been outlawed.
There remains strong support for the corrida in
Spain and southern France, with its combination
of ritual, elegance and bravery – as well as the
visceral risk of gore.
It is that notion of public performance, of success
or failure being played out on a grand stage, that
makes the bullfght such an apt metaphor for the
artistic process for Barceló, and other artists over
the centuries. Like the muletero himself, the artist
is out in the arena, observed by a fckle public,
facing glory or disaster with every moment.
Life balances on an edge, making this an extreme
form of entertainment. ‘As in bullfghting,
I believe, one doesn’t paint with ideas,’ Barceló
has stated. ‘The painting happens outside ideas,
in contradiction to ideas even, generating ideas.
That is why such silent art forms spawn so many
words’ Barceló, quoted in Miquel Barceló: 1987
1997, exh. cat., Barcelona, 1998, p. 112).

its value and its ephemeral nature. These he has
brought to the subject of the bullfght in Muletero.
In capturing this feeting moment of dance and
danger in the arena, Barceló has also allowed the
bullfght to overcome its performative limitations.
Afer all, when the bout has ended, only its
memories remain; the tracks in the sand that
delineate the history of the encounter are raked
over, the blood shifed, and the next act begins
- a tabula rasa, or fresh canvas. In Muletero, the
traces of the artist, unlike those of the torero,
are enshrined in paint, given a palpable sense of
presence through the impasto and mixed media
of the surface, which bulges out, spilling into the
viewer’s realm. Ernest Hemingway wrote of this
process in Death in the Afernoon, revealing the
poetry at the heart of this process: ‘It is an art
that deals with death, and death wipes it out.’
Discussing this paradox, Hemingway expanded
continued in terms that are echoed – and
transcended – by Muletero:
‘Suppose a painter’s canvases disappeared with
him and a writer’s books were automatically
destroyed at his death and only existed in the
memory of those that had read them. That is what
happens in bullfghting. The art, the method, the
improvements of doing, the discoveries remain;
but the individual, whose doing of them made
them, who was the touchstone, the original,
disappears’ (Ernest Hemingway, Death in the
Afernoon, London, 1958, p. 98).

Chris Felver, Miquel Barceló,
Madrid, 1989, black & white
photo © Chris Felver / Bridgeman Images

For Barceló, even the process of creating his
bullfght paintings was linked to its subject
matter, existing in a perfect, poetic parallel. Afer
all, as he explained, ‘I put myself in the middle
of the picture, making turns, with the same
movements as a bullfghter. The sand in the ring
is full of footmarks and becomes the setting in
which to paint. The arena takes up the whole
scene, almost leaving out the crowd from the
picture. The painting is overfull’ (Barceló, quoted
in Miquel Barceló: Obra sobre papel 1979-1999,
exh. cat., Madrid, 1999, p. v).
Having had his revelatory time in Africa, Barceló
was granted a diferent perspective on life,
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18. Miquel Barceló

b. 1957

España Económica
signed, dated and titled ‘Barceló IV. 90
“ESPAÑA ECONÓMICA”’ on the reverse
oil and mixed media on canvas
230 x 286.5 cm (90 1/2 x 112 3/4 in.)
Executed in 1990.
Estimate
£400,000-600,000 $500,000-750,000
€469,000-703,000 ♠
Provenance
Galerie Bruno Bischoferger, Zurich
Galerie Yvon Lambert, Paris
Private Collection, London (acquired from the above in 1990)
Christie’s, London, 9 February 2005, lot 42
Private Collection
Christie’s, London, 28 June 2011, lot 37
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
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‘In a bullfght, you can read what happened in the
sand; it’s a beautiful metaphor of painting because my
paintings are like traces of what has happened there,
all that happens in the head, in fact. The picture object
is a bit like the sand of the arena, a sort of detritus
of what took place there’ (Barceló, quoted in Miquel
Barceló: Mapamundi, exh. cat., Saint-Paul, 2002, p. 98).
Executed in an array of light tones, España Económica
explores the limitations of fguration and abstraction
by Miquel Barceló. As the title suggests, this textured
landscape references the artist’s homeland. Painted
in 1990, Spain’s economic, geographic and political
situation is primary to the meaning of the artwork.
The multifaceted map was accomplished with thick
brush strokes and a combination of mixed media on
a large-scale canvas, creating a pictorial ensemble with
a supreme dramatic efect. The absence of central
focus provides the viewer with the illusion of an
endless landscape, igniting a sense of immersion
and discovery. The eye wonders from the peaks of
the snow-capped mountains, to the illuminated shores
of the country’s coastline. Barceló’s choice of colours
and tones mimic a dry and arid topography, veiled
by a thin layer of dusty sunshine. Given the size of
the painting, the viewer cannot but feel drawn to an
evocative and mysterious land.
Miquel Barceló ofen portrays landscapes and nature.
He repeatedly incorporates the sea as a key element
in his compositions, which might be related to his
reminiscence of Mallorca, his island of origin. One
of the reasons why he is successful in his depiction
of such subjects is perhaps the time he spent
travelling in diferent countries with various cultural
infuences, such as Mali, Senegal and Burkina Faso.
As the artist himself observes, ‘Africa represents a
kind of overall cleansing. The frst reaction I always
have when I arrive in Mali is to realise the uselessness
of things. One paints out of pure necessity there.
In Paris or here (in Mallorca), by always painting in
the same studio, you come to forget the essence of
the afair. In Mali I get back in touch with the essence
of the act of painting’ (Miquel Barceló interview with
M. F. Sánchez, La Esfera, no. 10, March 1992,
Miquel Barceló: 1987-1997, exh. cat., Museu d’Art
Contemporani de Barcelona, 1998, p. 19). This
meditation on the act of painting is palpable when
one is confronted with España Económica.
Barceló was particularly influenced by the
Avante-garde movement and American Abstract
Expressionists such as Pollock, while on the other
hand he studied the Baroque paintings of Diego
Velázquez and Rembrandt van Rijn. This unique
combination evidently had an impact on Barceló’s
experimental method of expression, which constitutes
an endless exploration of new forms, techniques,
light perspectives and materials.
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Miquel Barceló in his studio
© Jean Marie del Moral, 2005
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19. Frank Auerbach

b. 1931

Seated Figure I
signed and dated ‘Auerbach ‘65’ lower lef
oil, charcoal and chalk on joined paper
86 x 56.5 cm (33 7/8 x 22 1/4 in.)
Executed in 1965.
Estimate
£100,000-200,000 $125,000-250,000
€117,000-234,000 ♠
Provenance
Marlborough Fine Art, London
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Literature
William Feaver, Frank Auerbach, New York,
2009, no. 185, p. 257 (illustrated)
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Frank Auerbach’s Seated Figure I plunges the viewer
into the intimate world of his studio. Dating from
1965, this work on paper shows a model perched on
a seat, viewed from an angle. The lef of the sheet
is flled with textured, vigorous hatching and a few
simple lines giving a sense of the perspectival space
of the artist’s studio; contrasting with this is the
fgure itself, which stretches from the top to the
bottom of the surface, captured largely through
a tremulous fow of dabbing marks. Auerbach has
conjured this fgure through the virtuoso use of a
modern, expressionistic chiaroscuro, the white of
the chalk and the darker colours of the brushwork
forming an intense contrast both within the body
itself, and against the backdrop.
In the catalogue raisonné of Auerbach’s works
created by William Feaver and published in 2009,
Seated Figure I is shown alongside two other similar
works, both in oil on paper, from the same year
(William Feaver, Frank Auerbach, New York, 2009,
p. 257, nos. 186-87). Indeed, their composition also
relates to some of his paintings and drawings from
the previous year, not least those showing his regular
professional model, Julia Yardley Mills. Pictures such
as J.Y.M. in the Studio VII, now in the Abbot Hall
Art Gallery in Kendal, have a similar composition as
their template, while also sharing their emphasis on
grisaille that is explored in Seated Figure I. In 1966,
Auerbach would create another Seated Figure I
in charcoal and chalk in which the armature of the
female fgure was largely delineated through white
marks zig-zagging down the picture surface. That
work, now in the British Museum and used as a
source for a screenprint the same year, nonetheless
bears a clear relationship to Seated Figure I—it is
as though the chalk in the present work has been
pushed to another level of amplitude.
Seated Figure I blurs the line between Auerbach’s
paintings and drawings. This is a work on paper, yet
some of the strokes have been applied by brush.
There is a sense of movement to the armature
of marks that comprise the female fgure that
dominates the composition. This is clearly the result
of a process that has been, in part at least, rapid.
Auerbach’s earlier paintings involved a steady build-up
of marks; a similar process has ofen informed his
works on paper, which can be the result of endless
erasures before fnally achieving the form that
satisfes the artist and allows him to release it.
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Frank Auerbach, J Y M in the
Studio VII, 1965, oil on board,
Abbot Hall Art Gallery
© Frank Auerbach, courtesy Marlborough Fine
Art. Image: Bridgeman Images
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Jorge Lewinski, Frank
Auerbach, black & white
photo, Private Collection
© The Lewinski Archive at Chatsworth /
Bridgeman Images

The grey background of Seated Figure I hints
at numerous incarnations before this one, each
of them gradually building the visual texture of
the sheet, as well as the feeling of creative and
emotional archaeology, with the traces of the
artist’s decisions evocatively apparent. This is
heightened by the contrast between the charcoal
and chalk—the dry media employed—and the
wetter brushwork used in the fgure.
In a sense, Seated Figure I can be seen to prefgure
the change that would soon appear in Auerbach’s
paintings, where rather than allow a steady, heavy
build-up of impasto as each painting went through
its various incarnations, he instead scraped of
the previous efort, beginning again on the same
support. That technique, developed in the later
1960s, still informs his paintings to this day. This
build-up of marks in Seated Figure I reveals the
extent to which Auerbach’s process is painstaking
—his control of his output is legendary, and in part
explains why this picture, despite dating from a
decade and a half into his ofcial career, remains
only Number 185 in his catalogue raisonné.
Seated Figure I dates from a signifcant point in
Auerbach’s career, when his increasing recognition
had led to greater success. He had been adopted by
Helen Lessore at the Beaux Arts Gallery three years
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earlier, given an annual stipend for his paintings,
and in 1965 moved to Marlborough Fine Art.
He was therefore in a position of greater comfort
—and greater resources. This was also the heady
heyday of the so-called ‘School of London’, of which
Auerbach was a key player alongside artists such
as his friends Francis Bacon and Lucian Freud. While
the label ‘School of London’ was rejected by most
of the artists grouped under the loose umbrella
term, it nonetheless captured the spirit of resistance
apparent in these artists, who were emphatically
attached to the fgurative in their pictures, against
a backdrop of increasing abstraction.
It was through Bacon that Auerbach was to
meet another fgurative artist of the day, Alberto
Giacometti. In 1965, when Giacometti had an
exhibition in London, he visited the city and went
for supper with Auerbach and Bacon. Looking
at Seated Figure I, one can detect a link with the
work of Giacometti, whose vivid images of people
in his studio are similarly direct and ofen focus
on a seeming scafolding of marks. Similarly, both
artists would focus on sitters they knew, rather
than strangers, adding a personal dimension to
their pictures. In works such as Seated Figure I,
this adds an electric tension that is at once
sensual and psychological, contributing to the
vivid sense of presence they capture.
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20. Elisabeth Frink

1930-1993

Tribute II
incised with the artist’s signature and numbered
‘1/6 Frink’ on the base
bronze
86.4 x 72.4 x 48.3 cm (34 x 28 1/2 x 19 in.)
Executed in 1975. This work is number 1 from
an edition of 6.
Estimate
£150,000-250,000 $187,000-312,000
€176,000-293,000 ‡ ♠
Provenance
Terry Dintenfass Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
London, Waddington and Tooth Galleries, Elisabeth
Frink: Sculpture, Drawings, November - December
1976 (another cast exhibited)
London, Battersea Park, A Silver Jubilee Sculpture
Exhibition of Contemporary British Art,
June–September 1977 (another cast exhibited)
New York, Terry Dintenfass Gallery, Elisabeth
Frink: Sculpture, Watercolours, Prints, 1979,
(another cast exhibited)
Toronto, Waddington and Shiell Galleries,
Elisabeth Frink, 1979 (another cast exhibited)
Winchester, Great Courtyard, Elisabeth Frink:
Sculpture in Winchester, 1981, (another cast exhibited)
Wakefeld, Yorkshire Sculpture Park, Elisabeth Frink:
Open Air Retrospective, July - November 1983, no. 12,
exh. cat. (another cast exhibited & illustrated)
King’s Lynn, St Margaret’s Church, Elisabeth Frink:
Sculpture, 1984 (another cast exhibited)
London, Royal Academy of Arts, Elisabeth Frink,
Sculpture and Drawings 1952-1984, February - March
1985, no. 68, exh. cat., p. 16-17, no 68 (another cast
exhibited & illustrated)
Washington, The National Museum for Women in
the Arts, Elisabeth Frink: Sculpture and Drawings,
1950-1990, 1990, exh. cat., pp. 9, 59, 65 (another
cast exhibited & illustrated)
Salisbury, Salisbury Cathedral and Close, Elisabeth
Frink: A Certain Unexpectedness, May - June 1997, exh
cat., p. 70, no. 44 (another cast exhibited & illustrated)
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Literature
M. Vaizey, The Sunday Times, 19 December 1976
(another cast illustrated)
J. Spurling, ‘On The Move’, New Statesman,
10 December 1976, pp. 848-850
(another cast illustrated)
A. Hills, Arts Review, 10 December 1976, p. 698
(another cast illustrated)
T. Mullaly, ‘Bronze Heads Dominate Frink Show’,
The Daily Telegraph, 8 December 1976, p. 13
(another cast illustrated)
R. Berthoud, ‘Elisabeth Frink: A Comment on
the Future’, The Times, 3 December 1976
(another cast illustrated)
B. Connell, ‘Capturing the Human Spirit in Big,
Bronze Men’, The Times, 5 September 1977, p. 5
(another cast illustrated)
H. Kramer, ‘Art: A Sculptor in Grand Tradition’,
The New York Times, 2 February 1979, p. 21
(another cast illustrated)
‘Elisabeth Frink’, Art International vol. 23/2,
May 1979 (another cast illustrated)
C. Nicholas-White, ‘Three Sculptors: Judd, Vollmer
& Frink’, Art World, February–March 1979
(another cast illustrated)
A. Freedman, ‘Horses, Men and Sculpture
in the Grand Tradition’, Globe and Mail,
Toronto, 8 September 1979, p. 35
(another cast illustrated)
I. McManus, ‘Elisabeth Frink: An Open Air
Retrospective’, Arts Review, 2 September 1983,
pp. 10-11 (another cast illustrated)
B. Robertson, Elisabeth Frink Sculpture:
Catalogue Raisonné, Salisbury, 1984, p. 108, 185,
no. 220 (another cast illustrated)
E. Lucie-Smith & E. Frink, Frink, A Portrait, London,
1994, p. 46 (another cast illustrated)
E. Lucie-Smith, Elisabeth Frink, Sculpture since
1984 & Drawings, London, 1994, p. 135 (another
cast illustrated)
S. Gardiner, Frink: The Ofcial Biography of
Elisabeth Frink, London, 1998, pp. 187, 205, 207,
212, 216, 223, 251, 254 (another cast illustrated)
A. Ratuszniak (ed.), Elisabeth Frink, Catalogue
Raisonné of Sculpture 1947-93, London, 2013,
p. 130, no. FCR 248 (another cast illustrated)
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Elisabeth Frink’s Tribute II is a large-scale bronze
head which combines the essentially brutish
features of many of her antiheroic male fgures
with an intense pathos and tenderness, captured
through its closed eyes. Tribute II was originally
conceived in 1975 as one of a pair of related
sculptures, which were soon joined by another
couple. The four Tribute heads were to become
some of Frink’s most successful and recognised
sculptures. Despite being created in an edition
of six, they were widely exhibited and published.
At the same time, several have entered museum
collections. Indeed, examples of Tribute II are
held by Auckland Art Gallery and also the Dorset
County Museum, near the home Frink made for
herself at Woolland. Indeed, in her gardens at
Woolland, Frink had a full set of the four Tributes
on display, underscoring their importance to her.

For over two decades, Frink’s sculptures had ofen
explored weighty subjects through the male form.
Some of these were ravaged fgures, or sinister
ones, revealing the mark lef upon the artist by the
Second World War, which became the backdrop
to her her childhood. Frink’s own father was a
professional soldier who had been evacuated at
Dunkirk. His features are seen by some to haunt
the large-scale heads that Frink created. The
legacy of Frink’s father was all the more current in
1975, as it was only two years earlier that he had
died, leaving a vast chasm in her life.
Frink’s earlier heads convey the cost of war,
played out in the gnarled texture of their
visages. During the following decades, many
of her fgures had gradually become smoother
and fuller, as is the case in Tribute II.

Jorge Lewinski, Elizabeth
Frink, 1973, Private
Collection
© The Lewinski Archive at Chatsworth /
Bridgeman Images / DACS 2017
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Elisabeth Frink,
Four Heads,
Private Collection
© Photo: Mark Fiennes /
Bridgeman Images / DACS 2017

Here, there is a sense of hope and plenty lurking
underneath the apparent pain writ upon the
face. The closed eyes and tilt of the head indicate
that this is some form of male counterpart to
the Pietà, a comparison perhaps all the more
apt as the Tribute sculptures were created in
the wake of a number of commissions, including
several religious ones that had seen Frink mining
her Catholic upbringing for her subject matter
and treatment. This notion of religion, and
of redemption, must have been prominent in
Frink’s mind at the time, as she herself said of
the Tribute heads:
‘They are perhaps a comment on where we’re
heading: as far as I can see, towards a new dark
age in human relations. They are about peace
and freedom of spirit: people who have been
through the horrors and got through to the other
side. They are not political prisoners, but maybe
they were’ (Frink, quoted in A. Ratuszniak (ed.),
Elisabeth Frink: Catalogue Raisonné of Sculpture
1947-93, London, 2013, p. 130).
The link to political prisoners related to one of
Frink’s great, more current, concerns: she was a
supporter of Amnesty International, and linked
the Tribute series to that organisation. Discussing
these heads in terms that remain current to this
day, she explained that they were, ‘for those
people who are living under repressive regimes,
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who are not allowed freedom of thought, who
are being persecuted for their politics or religion,
or being deprived of the dignity of daily living
and working. The heads are compassionate yet
defant. I hope they represent sufering and
survival. And fnally the optimism to go through
sufering to the other side’ (Frink, quoted in
Stephen Gardiner, Frink: The Ofcial Biography
of Elisabeth Frink, London, 1998, p. 205). That
defance is delineated in the heavy set and
colossal features of this head, which is timeless,
classical and yet ultimately modern.
Tribute II and its sister works were shown shortly
afer their creation in an exhibition that took
place at the Terry Dintenfass Gallery in New York.
Reviewing that show, the critic Hilton Kramer
wrote in terms that clearly relate to this sculpture:
‘Miss Frink’s work is very defnitely and
unequivocally sculpture as we used to understand
the term… It encompasses large emotions. It is
cast in bronze, and is very beautifully made. It
does not shrink from attempting the heroic mode.
It is sculpture in the grand tradition... Elisabeth
Frink is the real thing—a sculptor of large powers
essaying large themes’ (Hilton Kramer, ‘Art: A
Sculptor in Grand Tradition’, The New York Times,
2 February 1979, p. 21, quoted in Julian Spalding,
‘Frink: Catching the Nature of Life’, pp. 9-23,
Ratuszniak (ed.), loc. cit., 2013, p. 110).
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21. Glenn Brown

b. 1966

Saturday Night Fever
oil on canvas
78.5 x 96.5 cm (30 7/8 x 37 7/8 in.)
Painted in 1992.
Estimate
£200,000-300,000 $250,000-375,000
€234,000-352,000 ‡ ♠
Provenance
Barbara Gladstone Gallery, New York
Private Collection, Minneapolis
Montgomery Glasoe Gallery, Minneapolis
Acquired by the present owner from the above in 1996
Exhibited
New York, Barbara Gladstone Gallery, Painting
Invitational, 23 June - July 1993
Minneapolis, Walker Arts Center; Houston,
Contemporary Arts Museum, Brilliant! New Art
from London, 22 October 1995 - 7 January 1996,
cat. no. 2 (illustrated)
Hexam, Queen’s Hall Arts Centre, Glenn Brown,
1996, p. 20, no. 2, (illustrated)
London, Serpentine Gallery, Glenn Brown,
2004, p. 24 (illustrated)
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Executed in 1992, Glenn Brown’s Saturday Night
Fever is an exhilarating example from the artist’s
iconic body of work afer the celebrated School
of London artist, Frank Auerbach. Distorting and
manipulating Auerbach’s 1980 Head of Julia, the
present work marks a pivotal point in Brown’s
painted dialogue with canonical works from art
history. Through his acclaimed corpus Brown
has reinterpreted iconic paintings by Jean-Honoré
Fragonard, El Greco, Rembrandt van Rijn, Dalí,
Willem de Kooning and Karel Appel.
Working from reproductions found in exhibition
catalogues, literature and online, Brown subverts
and reforms our understanding of esteemed art
works by distorting, blurring and altering revered
images from art history. Through this process
of manipulation, by sharpening and widening
images in Photoshop, Brown decontextualizes
Auerbach’s original work, eradicating the marks
of the heroic painter, with his brush in hand.
Captivated by Walter Benjamin’s theoretical
discourse in his 1936 essay, ‘The Work of Art in
the Age of Mechanical Reproduction’, Brown
explores how our visual perception is arbitrated
by stripping the work of its art historical aura.
Detached from the sphere of tradition, Head of
Julia is thrust into the present and disconnected
from the past, prompting the viewer to bring new
understanding to Brown’s glossy re-mastering.
Coursing with energetic fervour, Saturday Night
Fever is a powerful confguration of Auerbach’s
portrait. Rendered to perfection, Brown’s radical
use of trompe l’oeil mimics expressionistic
brushstrokes on the fattest

of surfaces, whilst using an intensifed palette
reminiscent of four-colour printing. Brown
paraphrases Auerbach’s heavy impasto into
tight, manicured rivers of paint, fetishizing and
polishing the artist’s original painterly touch.
Auerbach’s expressive style and austere palette
which convey the mood of his subject are
undermined, thus setting the esteemed artistry
of the painter at odds with the modern world
of mass reproduction. Whereas Auerbach is
concerned with subject matter and his sitter’s
personality, Brown focuses instead on the surface
of the canvas and the process of production.
While Auerbach captures his sitter’s soul, Brown
recreates Julia as an eerie ghost-like fgure,
emerging from the blurred and retreating
background. Revealing how the original painting
indicts its history, the present work retains the
original excitement of Auerbach’s 1980 portrait
and re-presents it to us with renewed vigour.
In the artist’s appropriation tradition, Brown
derives his titles from popular culture, songs and
flm such as the present reference to the 1970s
flm, Saturday Night Fever. This association was
considered so important, that a previous owner
organised for John Travolta’s autograph to be
attached to the reverse of the work. Pulsating with
Brown’s electric tonality, Saturday Night Fever
is reminiscent of the original mass produced flm
poster featuring the dancing fgures of Travolta
and Karen Lynn Gorney. It is this tension between
appropriation and distortion, mass distribution
and the mark of the artist’s hand, which has made
Glenn Brown one of the most fascinating and
desirable British artists working today.

Frank Auerbach, Head of Julia, 1980,
oil on board, Private Collection
© Frank Auerbach, courtesy Marlborough Fine Art
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22. Anish Kapoor

b. 1954

Untitled
signed and dated ‘Anish Kapoor 2011’
on the reverse
stainless steel
150 x 150 x 20 cm (59 x 59 x 7 7/8 in.)
Executed in 2011.
Estimate
£500,000-700,000 $625,000-875,000
€586,000-820,000 ♠
Provenance
Private Collection, Europe
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Committed to an unparalleled investigation into
new forms of space, Anish Kapoor’s thirty-year
artistic exploration has resulted in an extraordinarily
varied body of work. Making use of a vast array of
mediums ranging from colour pigments to refective
stainless steel, a thematic consistency has prevailed
throughout Kapoor’s career: space as the only truly
abstract quantity. Untitled contributes to the artist’s
personal language of abstraction and takes on a
particular signifcance as it portrays a fragmented
reality of its contextual space.
A round mirror of stainless steel, Untitled radiates
with its hundreds of fragmented and refective
hexagonal shapes. Viewers are confronted with a
curved surface that delicately arcs inwards, causing
their own refection to be inverted. This spatial
model, defying both the deep pictorial space of
the Renaissance perspective and the fatness of
modernist abstract painting, renders the status of
the present object uncertain. For Kapoor, ‘space is
perhaps one of the only truly abstract entities. One of
the things about the mirrored objects, and especially
the forms that are inside-out, is that they seem to
be very active, to be in various states of becoming’
(Anish Kapoor in conversation with Nicholas Baum,
exh. cat. Anish Kapoor: Past Present Future,
2006, Institute of Contemporary Art Boston, p. 52).

Umberto Boccioni, Unique Forms
of Continuity in Space, 1913, bronze,
Tate Collection
© Tate, London 2015
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Richard Serra, Tilted Spheres,
2002-2004, Pearson Pier F, Toronto
© Photo by David Cooper / Toronto Star via Getty Images

Working with highly-polished surfaces is the result
of a natural evolution from Kapoor’s manipulation
of pigments and assessment of voids. Kapoor
explains that his works prior to the mirror series
‘dealt with the idea that deep space is one of the
things that seem to confuse the status of the
object. At some point in the mid-90s I began to
wonder if mirror-polished objects had the same
spatial qualities’ (ibid., pp. 51-2). However, unlike
his experiments with the representations of a void,
Kapoor’s mirrors instead directly engage with the
viewer’s spatial reality.
Untitled is a prime example of Kapoor’s greatly
varied and conceptual oeuvre, with which he
has succeeded in expanding the language
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of contemporary art in new and unexpected
directions. Today Kapoor has established himself
at the forefront of contemporary sculpture as he
continues solidifying his prolifc career. As Partha
Mitter concludes when refecting on the artist,
‘Kapoor’s visionary engagement with his material,
his soaring artistic ambition, his extraordinary
manipulation of scale from intimate objects to
vast alterations of architectural sites, his use of
materials from hard-edged polished metal to
sof Vaseline, the constant play of paradoxes in
his pieces – these elements make his work some
of the most exciting in the last decades’ (Partha
Mitter, ‘History, Memory and Anish Kapoor’, exh.
cat. Anish Kapoor: Past Present Future,2006,
Institute of Contemporary Art Boston, p. 109).
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23. Tauba Auerbach

b. 1981

Ray II
signed and dated ‘TAUBA AUERBACH 2012’
on the stretcher
woven canvas
162.5 x 122 cm (63 7/8 x 48 in.)
Executed in 2012.
Estimate
£250,000-350,000 $312,000-437,000
€293,000-410,000 †
Provenance
Paula Cooper Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
New York, Paula Cooper Gallery, Tauba
Auerbach Float, 5 May - 9 June 2012
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Piero Manzoni, Achrome, 1959,
kaolin on canvas, 60 x 80 cm,
Museo del Novecento, Milan
© DACS 2017. Image: Mondadori Portfolio /
Electa / Luca Carrà / Bridgeman Images

‘At the root of my interest is the question of what
consciousness is: what it’s made of and what its
limitations might be.’ (Tauba Auerbach interviewed
by Caris Reid, Dossier Journal, September 11, 2001).
Auerbach’s monochromatic painting simultaneously
captivates the eye whilst challenging binary
preconceptions of materiality and dimensionality.
By tightly interweaving canvas strips across a
wooden stretcher, the artist creates a striking
kinetic impact which conjures rippling impressions
across the surface.
On closer examination, the woven surface of
Ray II seems to deconstruct and reassemble the
very concepts of fatness and relief, exploring
the possibilities beyond such distinctions. The
undulating patterns have a pixelating efect which
serves to destabilise the viewer’s vision, with the
diagonal disruptions further emphasising the work’s
distorting qualities. This in turn calls into question
the paradoxical boundary between the second and
third dimensions and even posits the existence of
a fourth. ‘My thought was that if the work could
sofen the distinction between 2D and 3D states of
being, it could eface, or at least imply the possibility
of efacing, a similar distinction between 3D and
beyond’ (Tauba Auerbach interviewed by Courtney
Fiske, Art in America, June 21, 2012). Ray II certainly
exposes the problematic nature of ‘reality’, and in
doing so merges supposedly incompatible principles
of order and disorder, continuity and disruption,
precision and fuidity.
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Ray II forms part of the artist’s admired and
thought-provoking ‘WEAVE’ series. This
signifcant set of paintings explores the complex
relationship between ancient textile traditions
and the manner in which they evoke modern
digital technologies, proposing a fuid narrative
rooted in timeless symbols. Her revolutionary use
of conventional materials stimulates a new way
of confguring our relation to fabric, repurposing
traditional patterns and the space they inhabit in
a playful and provocative way.
Auerbach has long been interested in the
connections between the historical and the
mathematical, fnding delight in recurrent
natural rhythms. ‘I get an almost religiously
ecstatic feeling from thinking about things like
quantum mechanical mysteries, or infnity, or
the beautiful, intricate order in chaotic systems.’

(Tauba Auerbach interviewed by Caris Reid,
Dossier Journal, September 11, 2001). She
continually draws upon diverse infuences, from
James Turrell’s innovative light installations to the
designs of celebrated American architect Claude
Bragdon and the pottery patterns of Ancient
Greece. Her ‘WEAVE’ series accordingly inhabits a
space between painting and sculpture, refecting
the artist’s genre-defying abilities to the extent
that she is able to challenge their very defnitions.
Ray II is an eminent illustration of Tauba
Auerbach’s process and progress, demonstrating
both the multifaceted physicality of her work and
her artistic aims. The mesmerising impact of the
ingeniously manipulated canvas is a testament
to her radical probing of conceptual boundaries
and cements its position at the forefront of her
creative output.

Altar of Augustan Peace
(Ara Pacis Augustae),
1st Century B.C., marble,
12x11 m, Rome, Italy
© DACS 2017. Image: Mondadori Portfolio /
Electa/ Andrea Jemolo / Bridgeman Images
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24. Wade Guyton

b. 1972

Untitled
signed and dated ‘Wade Guyton 2015’ on the overlap
Epson UltraChrome HDR on linen
213.4 x 175.3 cm (84 x 69 in.)
Executed in 2015.
Estimate
£250,000-350,000 $312,000-437,000
€293,000-410,000 ‡
Provenance
Capitain Petzel, Berlin
Acquired from the above by the present owner

The imposing monochrome-grey panel Untitled
is a prime example of Wade Guyton’s unique
approach to painting. Narrowing the gap
between art and technology to its bare minimum,
Guyton replaces the traditional palette and
paintbrush with an Epson Stylus Pro 11880 printer.
As a result, the artist has achieved a revolution
akin to celebrated contemporary masters such
as Gerhard Richter’s squeegees, Andy Warhol’s
silkscreens and Jackson Pollock’s drips.
Describing his methods, Guyton explains,
‘there is evidence of this struggle in the work,
in its surface. I’ve been putting diferent kinds
of material through my inkjet printer and there
are lots of fuck ups in the printing, the inkjet
heads get snagged, ink drips, the registration
slides. […] and it’s interesting how the printer
can’t handle such simple gestures’ (Wade
Guyton cited in exh. cat., Minneapolis, Midway
Contemporary Art, Guyton\Walker: The Failever
of Judgement, 2005, p. 49). For Guyton, the
picture-making process becomes the primary
concern of his fnal creations. Allowing for an
element of controlled chance, the otherwise
monochrome grey Untitled is flled with subtle
anomalies caused by his printing process.
Writing about Guyton’s work, Ann Temkins
has suggested, ‘it’s gone against everything
we think of as painting… there are so many
historical landmarks that precede him, so
many artists who took the traditional notion
of painting in a new direction’ (Ann Temkin,
‘Painting, Rebooted’, The New York Times,
27 September 2012, online). Guyton’s expansion
of the language of painting and abstraction
is a signifcant contribution to the history
of art and has thrust him to the forefront
of twenty-frst century contemporary art.
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25. Günther Förg

1952-2013

Untitled
acrylic on canvas
200 x 175 cm (78 3/4 x 68 7/8 in.)
Painted in 2001. This work has been
authenticated by Michael Nef for The Estate
of Günther Förg and archived under number
WVF.01.B.0020.
Estimate
£90,000-120,000 $112,000-150,000
€106,000-141,000 ‡ ♠
Provenance
Private Collection

Brimming with both visual immediacy and painterly
nuance Günther Förg’s handle on abstraction has
reinvigorated formalist approaches to painting in an
unmistakably contemporary environment. Building
on an austere and subtly defned grey ground, Förg
has defantly imposed feverish cross-hatchings of
crimson red paint. In places the textures and colours
appear to coalesce but in others they dissociate
entirely resulting in a picture plane that refuses to
sit still. Likewise, where alternations of light and
dark suggest depth, the gestural brutality and rigid
composition of red paint asserts fatness. This is a
fearless painting. One that builds on the existing
stylistic qualities of other great German painters, yet
afrms itself as utterly new. Within this work one can
fnd the confrontational patterning of Georg Baselitz,
the ethereal enigmaticness of Gerhard Richter,
the historical irreverence of Albert Oehlen and the
uncompromising chromatic proximities of Hans
Hofman, all battling for relevance in a work that
evidently establishes its own.
Though ostensibly abstract, one cannot ignore Förg’s
own representational precedents that underpin
the structure of this work. A quick glance around
any of his retrospectives reveals an acute interest
in architecture and urbanism – formal entities that
constitute much of our contemporary aesthetic
awareness. Photographic details of modernist
buildings sit alongside expressive paintings depicting
rows of bricks, or his lead works, that allow industrial
materials to reveal their own inherent qualities.
The present work is an extension of this fascination.
Förg was not so much painting this picture as he was
building it; adding layer upon layer until the thing
could stand on its own, free to associate with the
bricks and concrete of whichever building that would
ultimately contain it.
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26. Andreas Gursky

b. 1955

Jumeirah Palm
signed ‘Andreas Gursky’ on a label afxed
to the reverse
Colour coupler print in artist’s frame
image 284.2 x 185 cm (111 7/8 x 72 7/8 in.)
framed 307 x 207 cm (120 7/8 x 81 1/2 in.)
Executed in 2008. This work is number
2 from an edition of 6.
Estimate
£200,000-300,000 $250,000-375,000
€234,000-352,000 ♠
Provenance
Sprüth Magers, Berlin
Acquired directly from the above by the present
owner in 2011
Exhibited
Krefeld, Kunstmuseen Krefeld, Andreas Gursky.
Werke. Works 80-08, 12 October 2008 - 25 January
2009, Stockholm, Moderna Museet; Vancouver,
Vancouver Art Gallery, exh. cat., p. 243 (another
example exhibited and illustrated)

Executed in 2008, Jumeirah Palm is an iconic
example of Gursky’s linear and homogenous
photographic work. Seen from afar, this piece
is dominated by repetitive horizontal stripes of
gradient hues of blue and grey. Only once the viewer
steps closer, rows of uniform luxury villas shot from
an aerial perspective reveal themselves. As the
title suggests, this large scale work was shot on the
Palm Island in Dubai. The photograph emphasises
the simultaneous co-existence of order and chaos,
and the contrast between the natural and the built
environment. The digitally modifed pattern created
by the artist generates transitive parallels between
his practice and human behavioural tendencies to
modify our own natural habitat.
Much of Gursky’s work depicts transformed
landscapes, urban settings and populated areas
which create a dialogue on uncomfortable and
current issues such as inequality, globalisation
and consumerism. Stricken by the presence
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and power in his work, critic Calvin Tomkins
described Gursky as one of the ‘two masters’
of the famous Düsseldorf school, which Gursky
attended in the 1980s under the tutelage of Bernd
and Hilla Becher. It is during these years at the
Kunstakademie that the photographic duo had
an impact on Gursky, who developed a passion
for documenting heavy industrial machinery and
buildings with a similar methodological approach
to the one used by Bernd and Hilla Becher. During
his university years Gursky met Laurenz Berges,
Thomas Ruf and Axel Hütte, and shared a former
electricity station as a studio. It is only later in
his career that Gursky mastered the ‘poly-ocular
perspective’, which primarily submerges the
viewer with overwhelming information. This
technique is used ofen as a trade mark by the
artist to induce an overwhelming emotion or sense
of anxiety for the viewer. This uneasy sensation
has been compared by multiple critics to the efect
of globalisation on the mass population.
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27. Erik Bulatov

b. 1933

Happy New Year
signed and titled in cyrillic and dated ‘Erik Bulatov
1990 “с новым годом” Happy New Year”’
on the reverse
oil on canvas
259.1 x 190.5 cm. (102 x 75 in.)
Painted in 1990.
Estimate
£250,000-350,000 $312,000-437,000
€293,000-410,000 ‡ ♠
Provenance
Phyllis Kind Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Literature
Matthias Arndt, Erik Bulatov: Catalogue
Raisonné in Two Volumes, Volume 1: Paintings
1952-2011, Cologne, 2014, p. 156 (illustrated)
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Defying the established artistic canons of the
Soviet art system, Russian artist Erik Bulatov
formed part of an ‘unofcial’ Moscow art scene
excluded from state cultural events. As a result
he developed a highly-unique style from the
1960s onwards, gaining widespread recognition
beyond Russian borders. The present painting
from 1990, Happy New Year, ingeniously
combines elements of the artist’s recurring
engagement with politics, hyperrealism and
an ironic use of language.
A calm, balanced and evenly-lit composition, the
photorealist Happy New Year could be mistaken
for a photograph at frst sight. Exemplary of
the artist’s fgurative representations of the
Soviet Russian landscape, the central fgure of
a man in a Soviet military uniform is portrayed
walking directly towards the viewer. The lack of
interaction between the depicted human fgures
combined with an array of lifeless objects varying
from cars to street signs conveys an overall
melancholic, quiet mood.
The presence of unlit Christmas decorations
and colourful fags do not succeed in attributing

a sense of warmth to the composition. Instead,
a sense of hostility prevails; the scene is
visually associated to the Soviet building blocks
dominating its background. By contrasting
a well-intentioned ‘Happy New Year’ wish in
printed block letters against the gloomy exterior,
Bulatov ironically alludes to the uncertain political
climate of his native Russia. In the year 1990 the
Soviet Union was gradually coming to an end,
ofcially dissolved by December 1991. Bulatov
thus denounces the possibility of happiness in the
New Year for the depicted Soviet military ofcial,
perhaps extending the irony to the viewer living in
equally ambiguous times.
The lighting employed by Bulatov contributes
greatly to the scene’s austerity. Light is of great
concern to the artist, who has singled out ‘three
types of light: the exterior light that strikes
the work, the light originating from the picture
itself (which may or may not be there), and a
third kind of light which comes through the
paint as if from behind that painting’ (Bertrand
Lorquin, ‘Erik Bulatov: A Genealogy’, exh. cat.
Erik Bulatov: That’s It, State Tretyakov Gallery,
Moscow, 2006, p. 24).

Ilya Kabakov, Sobakin, 1980,
enamel on canvas, Private Collection
© DACS 2017
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Portrait of artist Erik Bulatov,
mid to late twentieth century
© Photo by Chris Felver / Getty Images

Despite limited working conditions and having to
illustrate children’s books to earn a living, Bulatov
persisted and remained in Russia until the
collapse of the Soviet Union. Unable to publicly
display his work within the restrictive Soviet
art system, recognition for his work thus arose
internationally, initially featuring in the forty-third
Venice Biennale in 1988. Today, Bulatov is one of
Russia’s most signifcant living artists with works
in world-renowned art collections including the
Museum of Fine Art, Basel, the Centre Georges
Pompidou, Paris and the Museum Ludwig, Cologne.
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28. KAWS

b. 1974

T.N.O.N. - L
each titled and consecutively numbered
‘“T. N. O. N. - L” of 7 parts’ on the reverse
acrylic on canvas, in 7 parts
each 213.7 x 30.5 cm (84 1/8 x 12 in.)
overall 213.7 x 396.5 cm (84 1/8 x 156 1/8 in.)
Painted in 2012.
Estimate
£120,000-180,000 $150,000-225,000
€141,000-211,000 ‡
Provenance
Galerie Perrotin, Paris
Acquired from the above by the present owner

T.N.O.N. - L is the epitome of KAWS’ masterful talent at
lifing visual pop culture into fne art. This 7 panel work
depicts some of KAWS’ distinguished X-eyed monsters.
Popping in between each vertical fragment of canvas,
these cartoonish characters create a hide and seek
interplay, generating an intricate and playful interaction
with the viewer. Based on digital renders developed by
the Brooklyn-based artist, these fgures are created
with a freehand grafti-like technique directly applied
on canvas. The black background is sprawled by vibrant
patches of colour and shading techniques, deepening
space and creating a weaving of forms.
These characters were developed by KAWS during
his early career when he began altering high street
commercials with his own imagery. Through a refned
and distinct graphic language, KAWS has turned
his signature characters, such as his sof skull with
crossbones and his reimagined Michelin Man into
omnipresent iconography in popular culture. Following
a vast number of acclaimed projects and collaborations
across art, music and fashion, KAWS has established
himself as one of the most relevant artists of his
generation. Straddling the line between fne art and
merchandising, KAWS redefnes the boundaries of
the art market with sophisticated and wry humour.
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29. Kelley Walker

b. 1969

Untitled
signed and dated twice ‘Kelley 2009’
on the reverse
silkscreen and acrylic on canvas
243.8 x 88.9 cm. (96 x 35 in.)
Executed in 2009.
Estimate
£100,000-150,000 $125,000-187,000
€117,000-176,000 ‡
Provenance
Paula Cooper Gallery, New York
Gallery Peztel, Berlin
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
Vienna, Belvedere 21st House and The
Winterpalais, Love Story, 15 June – 5 October
2014, exh. cat. (illustrated)

Appropriating material from the public domain
is Kelley Walker’s expertise. Untitled consists
of collaged magazine pages, covered with a
horizontal pattern of white bricks. The painting
is further disrupted by a vertical band with a
diagonal stripe of grey bricks, resulting in a
colossal fat structure that conveys a sense of
three-dimensionality. Through the repurposing
of printed iconic cultural images, Walker criticises
the banality of information in Western society
and denounces modern consumerism and the
supreme force of advertising and media.
Kelley Walker’s now famed brick paintings
explore the intersection between authorship
and reproduction, as well as the manipulation
of images. Walker’s process consists in scanning
bricks he purchased online, and then stacking
and silk-screening each individual image.
The four-colour printing model used by the
post-conceptual artist is known as CMYK.
The technique used by Walker since 2005
connects and unifes the layer of magazine pages
with the layer of silkscreened bricks, creating
a medium that questions the limitations and
ambiguous distinction between analog and
digital technologies in fne art.
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30. Jonas Wood

b. 1977

Wimbledon I
signed with the artist’s initials, dated
and titled ‘JBRW 2011 “Wimbledon I”’
on the reverse
oil and acrylic on canvas
178 x 188 cm (70 1/8 x 74 in.)
Painted in 2011.
Estimate
£100,000-150,000 $125,000-187,000
€117,000-176,000 †
Provenance
Patrick De Brock Gallery, Knokke
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
Knokke, Patrick De Brock Gallery, Jonas
Wood, 5 - 29 August 2011

Despite the fatness of his graphic designs and
the clear-cut geometric shapes which form
his compositions, Jonas Wood’s art cannot be
misunderstood as simplistic. In a permanent
dialogue with the past, Wood’s paintings are
charged with layers of art historical meaning.
Through Wimbledon I, the artist uniquely engages
with three recurring themes which dominate his
oeuvre: portraits, interiors and sports.
Wimbledon I may be initially perceived as the portrait
of a resting tennis player. The full-bodied fgure,
dressed in sports attire with protruding Nike logos on
both his sweatshirt and shoes, is holding one of three
tennis balls. Yet, closer inspection quickly reveals this
fgure is actually a portrait hung within the context
of a larger interior. The resulting sensation from this
realisation is problematic. The pronounced linear
angles which form this interior stress a lack of human
presence. And yet, the imposing fgure of the tennis
player dominates the composition. By painting a
painting on a wall, Wood interacts with the potential
of his own creation. The implementation of multiple
time narratives into a single, fat composition leads
way to several interpretations. Are we faced with
the portrait of a tennis player? Or is it to be merely
understood as a decorated interior.
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Wood’s signature graphic style renders the
scene somewhat fctional. The subtle presence
of a second frame, placed on the lef margin
of the composition, accentuates the notion
that we are exposed to a specifc area within
a larger setting. Given its life-like dimensions,
the viewer is thus invited to perceive the painting
as an extension of their own physical location.
The sole indication of depth, a rigid shade of the
hung painting on its right, suggests the viewer
is approaching the scene from a rightward angle.
The result of Wood’s intriguing approach to
painting is a balanced ecosystem of his own
experiences, appropriated images and subtle
sources of inspiration. The artist has identifed
himself as greatly infuenced by emblematic
fgurative artists such as Henri Matisse, Alex
Katz or David Hockney. Yet, as Michael Ned Holte
notes, ʻdespite his recurring use of photography,
it would be misleading to assign too much credit
to the source image, rather than the painter
translating it. Yes, these interiors exist or once
existed, in life and in photographs, but they
persist as paintings, evoking a sutured space
of history and memoryʼ (Michael Ned Holte,
‘Rooms’, Interiors: Jonas Wood, New York, p. 7).
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Guide for Prospective Buyers
Buying at Auction
The following pages are designed to offer you information on how to buy at
auction at Phillips. Our staff will be happy to assist you.

Pre-Auction Viewing
Pre-auction viewings are open to the public and free of charge. Our specialists are
available to give advice and condition reports at viewings or by appointment.

Conditions of Sale
The Conditions of Sale and Authorship Warranty which appear later in this
catalogue govern the auction. Bidders are strongly encouraged to read them as
they outline the legal relationship among Phillips, the seller and the buyer and
describe the terms upon which property is bought at auction. Please be advised
that Phillips generally acts as agent for the seller. Bidders should also read the
Important Notices and VAT information immediately following this Guide for
Prospective Buyers.

Electrical and Mechanical Lots
All lots with electrical and/or mechanical features are sold on the basis of their
decorative value only and should not be assumed to be operative. It is essential
that, prior to any intended use, the electrical system is verified and approved by a
qualified electrician.

Buyer’s Premium
Phillips charges the successful bidder a commission, or buyer’s premium, on the
hammer price of each lot sold. The buyer’s premium is payable by the buyer as part of
the total purchase price at the following rates: 25% of the hammer price up to and
including £100,000, 20% of the portion of the hammer price above £100,000 up to and
including £1,800,000 and 12% of the portion of the hammer price above £1,800,000.

O ♦ Guaranteed Property
The seller of lots designated with the symbol O has been guaranteed a minimum
price fnanced solely by Phillips. Where the guarantee is provided by a third party
or jointly by us and a third party, the property will be denoted with the symbols O ♦.
When a third party has fnanced all or part of our fnancial interest in a lot, it assumes
all or part of the risk that the lot will not be sold and will be remunerated accordingly.
The compensation will be a fxed fee, a percentage of the hammer price or the
buyer’s premium or some combination of the foregoing. The third party may bid on
the guaranteed lot during the auction. If the third party is the successful bidder, the
remuneration may be netted against the fnal purchase price. If the lot is not sold,
the third party may incur a loss.

VAT
Value added tax (VAT) may be payable on the hammer price and/or the buyer’s
premium. The buyer’s premium may attract a charge in lieu of VAT. Please read
carefully the VAT and Other Tax Information for Buyers section in this catalogue.
1 Prior to Auction
Catalogue Subscriptions
If you would like to purchase a catalogue for this auction or any other Phillips sale,
please contact us at +44 20 7318 4010 or +1 212 940 1240.
Pre-Sale Estimates
Pre-sale estimates are intended as a guide for prospective buyers. Any bid within
the high and low estimate range should, in our opinion, offer a chance of success.
However, many lots achieve prices below or above the pre-sale estimates. Where
‘Estimate on Request’ appears, please contact the specialist department for
further information. It is advisable to contact us closer to the time of the auction as
estimates can be subject to revision. Pre-sale estimates do not include the buyer’s
premium or VAT.
Pre-Sale Estimates in US Dollars and Euros
Although the sale is conducted in pounds sterling, the pre-sale estimates in the
auction catalogues may also be printed in US dollars and/or euros. Since the
exchange rate is that at the time of catalogue production and not at the date of
auction, you should treat estimates in US dollars or euros as a guide only.
Catalogue Entries
Phillips may print in the catalogue entry the history of ownership of a work of art,
as well as the exhibition history of the property and references to the work in art
publications. While we are careful in the cataloguing process, provenance, exhibition
and literature references may not be exhaustive and in some cases we may
intentionally refrain from disclosing the identity of previous owners. Please note that
all dimensions of the property set forth in the catalogue entry are approximate.
Condition of Lots
Our catalogues include references to condition only in the descriptions of multiple
works (e.g., prints). Such references, though, do not amount to a full description of
condition. The absence of reference to the condition of a lot in the catalogue entry
does not imply that the lot is free from faults or imperfections. Solely as a
convenience to clients, Phillips may provide condition reports. In preparing such
reports, our specialists assess the condition in a manner appropriate to the
estimated value of the property and the nature of the auction in which it is
included. While condition reports are prepared honestly and carefully, our staff are
not professional restorers or trained conservators. We therefore encourage all
prospective buyers to inspect the property at the pre-sale exhibitions and
recommend, particularly in the case of any lot of significant value, that you retain
your own restorer or professional advisor to report to you on the property’s
condition prior to bidding. Any prospective buyer of photographs or prints should
always request a condition report because all such property is sold unframed,
unless otherwise indicated in the condition report. If a lot is sold framed, Phillips
accepts no liability for the condition of the frame. If we sell any lot unframed, we
will be pleased to refer the purchaser to a professional framer.
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Symbol Key
The following key explains the symbols you may see inside this catalogue.

∆ Property in which Phillips has an Ownership Interest
Lots with this symbol indicate that Phillips owns the lot in whole or in part or has an
economic interest in the lot equivalent to an ownership interest.
No Reserve
•Unless
indicated by a •, all lots in this catalogue are offered subject to a reserve.
A reserve is the confidential value established between Phillips and the seller and
below which a lot may not be sold. The reserve for each lot is generally set at a
percentage of the low estimate and will not exceed the low pre-sale estimate.

♠ Property Subject to the Artist’s Resale Right
Lots marked with ♠ are subject to the Artist’s Resale Right calculated as a
percentage of the hammer price and payable as part of the purchase price as follows:
Portion of the Hammer Price (in EUR)
From 0 to 50,000
From 50,000.01 to 200,000
From 200,000.01 to 350,000
From 350,000.01 to 500,000
Exceeding 500,000

Royalty Rate
4%
3%
1%
0.5%
0.25%

The Artist’s Resale Right applies where the hammer price is EUR 1,000 or more,
subject to a maximum royalty per lot of EUR 12,500. Calculation of the Artist’s
Resale Right will be based on the pounds sterling/euro reference exchange rate
quoted on the date of the sale by the European Central Bank.
∑ Endangered Species
Lots with this symbol have been identified at the time of cataloguing as containing
endangered or other protected species of wildlife which may be subject to
restrictions regarding export or import and which may require permits for export
as well as import. Please refer to Paragraph 4 of the Guide for Prospective Buyers
and Paragraph 11 of the Conditions of Sale.

†, §, ‡, or Ω Property Subject to VAT
Please refer to the section entitled ‘VAT and Other Tax Information for Buyers’
in this catalogue for additional information.
2 Bidding in the Sale
Bidding at Auction
Bids may be executed during the auction in person by paddle, by telephone, online
or prior to the sale in writing by absentee bid. Proof of identity in the form of
government-issued identification will be required, as will an original signature.
We may also require that you furnish us with a bank reference. Please note that
buyers bidding in person, by telephone, online or by absentee bid will not have
the right to cancel the sale of any lot purchased under the Consumer Contracts
(Information, Cancellation and Additional Charges) Regulations 2013.
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Bidding in Person
To bid in person, you will need to register for and collect a paddle before the auction
begins. New clients are encouraged to register at least 48 hours in advance of a sale to
allow sufficient time for us to process your information. All lots sold will be invoiced
to the name and address to which the paddle has been registered and invoices
cannot be transferred to other names and addresses. Please do not misplace your
paddle. In the event you lose it, inform a Phillips staff member immediately. At the
end of the auction, please return your paddle to the registration desk.
Bidding by Telephone
If you cannot attend the auction, you may bid live on the telephone with one of our
multilingual staff members. This service must be arranged at least 24 hours in
advance of the sale and is available for lots whose low pre-sale estimate is at least
£500. Telephone bids may be recorded. By bidding on the telephone, you consent
to the recording of your conversation. We suggest that you leave a maximum bid,
excluding the buyer’s premium and VAT, which we can execute on your behalf in
the event we are unable to reach you by telephone.
Online Bidding
If you cannot attend the auction in person, you may bid online on our online live bidding
platform available on our website at www.phillips.com. The digital saleroom is
optimised to run on Google Chrome, Firefox, Opera and Internet Explorer browsers.
Clients who wish to run the platform on Safari will need to install Adobe Flash Player.
Follow the links to ‘Auctions’ and ‘Digital Saleroom’ and then pre-register by clicking
on ‘Register to Bid Live.’ The first time you register you will be required to create an
account; thereafter you will only need to register for each sale. You must pre-register
at least 24 hours before the start of the auction in order to be approved by our bid
department. Please note that corporate firewalls may cause difficulties for online bidders.
Absentee Bids
If you are unable to attend the auction and cannot participate by telephone,
Phillips will be happy to execute written bids on your behalf. A bidding form can be
found at the back of this catalogue. This service is free and confidential. Bids must
be placed in the currency of the sale. Our staff will attempt to execute an absentee
bid at the lowest possible price taking into account the reserve and other bidders.
Always indicate a maximum bid, excluding the buyer’s premium and VAT. Unlimited
bids will not be accepted. Any absentee bid must be received at least
24 hours in advance of the sale. In the event of identical bids, the earliest bid
received will take precedence.
Employee Bidding
Employees of Phillips and our affiliated companies, including the auctioneer, may
bid at the auction by placing absentee bids so long as they do not know the reserve
when submitting their absentee bids and otherwise comply with our employee
bidding procedures.
Bidding Increments
Bidding generally opens below the low estimate and advances in increments of up
to 10%, subject to the auctioneer’s discretion. Absentee bids that do not conform
to the increments set below may be lowered to the next bidding increment.
UK£50 to UK£1,000
UK£1,000 to UK£2,000
UK£2,000 to UK£3,000
UK£3,000 to UK£5,000
UK£5,000 to UK£10,000
UK£10,000 to UK£20,000
UK£20,000 to UK£30,000
UK£30,000 to UK£50,000
UK£50,000 to UK£100,000
UK£100,000 to UK£200,000
above UK£200,000

by UK£50s
by UK£100s
by UK£200s
by UK£200s, 500, 800 (e.g. UK£4,200, 4,500, 4,800)
by UK£500s
by UK£1,000s
by UK£2,000s
by UK£2,000s, 5,000, 8,000
by UK£5,000s
by UK£10,000s
at the auctioneer’s discretion

The auctioneer may vary the increments during the course of the auction at his or
her own discretion.
3 The Auction
Conditions of Sale
As noted above, the auction is governed by the Conditions of Sale and Authorship
Warranty. All prospective bidders should read them carefully. They may be
amended by saleroom addendum or auctioneer’s announcement.
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Interested Parties Announcement
In situations where a person allowed to bid on a lot has a direct or indirect interest
in such lot, such as the beneficiary or executor of an estate selling the lot, a joint
owner of the lot or a party providing or participating in a guarantee on the lot,
Phillips will make an announcement in the saleroom that interested parties may
bid on the lot.
Consecutive and Responsive Bidding; No Reserve Lots
The auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot by placing a bid on behalf of the
seller. The auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the seller up to the amount of
the reserve by placing consecutive bids or bids in response to other bidders. If a lot
is offered without reserve, unless there are already competing absentee bids, the
auctioneer will generally open the bidding at 50% of the lot’s low pre-sale estimate.
In the absence of a bid at that level, the auctioneer will proceed backwards at his or
her discretion until a bid is recognized and will then advance the bidding from that
amount. Absentee bids on no reserve lots will, in the absence of a higher bid, be
executed at approximately 50% of the low pre-sale estimate or at the amount of
the bid if it is less than 50% of the low pre-sale estimate. If there is no bid
whatsoever on a no reserve lot, the auctioneer may deem such lot unsold.
4 After the Auction
Payment
Buyers are required to pay for purchases immediately following the auction unless
other arrangements have been agreed with Phillips in writing in advance of the
sale. Payment must be made in pounds sterling either by cash, cheque drawn on a
UK bank or wire transfer, as noted in Paragraph 6 of the Conditions of Sale. It is our
corporate policy not to make or accept single or multiple payments in cash or cash
equivalents in excess of the local currency equivalent of US$10,000.
Credit Cards
As a courtesy to clients, Phillips will accept American Express, Visa, MasterCard,
UnionPay (for in-person transactions only) and UK-issued debit cards to pay for
invoices of £50,000 or less. A processing fee will apply.
Collection
It is our policy to request proof of identity on collection of a lot. A lot will be
released to the buyer or the buyer’s authorized representative when Phillips has
received full and cleared payment and we are not owed any other amount by the
buyer. After the auction, we will transfer all lots to our fine art storage facility
located near Wimbledon and will so advise all buyers. If you are in doubt about the
location of your purchase, please contact the Shipping Department prior to
arranging collection. We will levy removal, interest, storage and handling charges
on uncollected lots.
Loss or Damage
Buyers are reminded that Phillips accepts liability for loss or damage to lots for a
maximum of seven days following the auction.
Transport and Shipping
As a free service for buyers, Phillips will wrap purchased lots for hand carry only.
We do not provide packing, handling or shipping services directly. However, we will
coordinate with shipping agents instructed by you in order to facilitate the packing,
handling and shipping of property purchased at Phillips. Please refer to Paragraph
7 of the Conditions of Sale for more information.
Export and Import Licences
Before bidding for any property, prospective bidders are advised to make
independent enquiries as to whether a licence is required to export the property
from the United Kingdom or to import it into another country. It is the buyer’s sole
responsibility to comply with all import and export laws and to obtain any
necessary licences or permits. The denial of any required licence or permit or any
delay in obtaining such documentation will not justify the cancellation of the sale or
any delay in making full payment for the lot.
Endangered Species
Items made of or incorporating plant or animal material, such as coral, crocodile,
ivory, whalebone, Brazilian rosewood, rhinoceros horn or tortoiseshell, irrespective
of age, percentage or value, may require a licence or certificate prior to exportation
and additional licences or certificates upon importation to the US or to any country
within or outside the European Union (EU). Please note that the ability to obtain an
export licence or certificate does not ensure the ability to obtain an import licence
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VAT and Other Tax Information for Buyers
or certificate in another country, and vice versa. We suggest that prospective
bidders check with their own government regarding wildlife import requirements
prior to placing a bid. It is the buyer’s sole responsibility to obtain any necessary
export or import licences or certificates as well as any other required
documentation. Please note that the US prohibits the importation of any item
containing African elephant ivory. Asian elephant ivory may be imported in to the
US only if accompanied by independent scientific analysis regarding continent of
origin and confirmation the object is more than 100 years old. We have not
obtained a scientific analysis on any lot prior to sale and cannot indicate whether
elephant ivory in a particular lot is African or Asian elephant. Buyers purchase
these lots at their own risk and will be responsible for the costs of obtaining any
scientific analysis or other report required in connection with their proposed
import of such property into the US.
With regard to any item containing endangered species other than elephant ivory,
an importer into the US must provide documented evidence of the species
identification and age of an object in order to demonstrate that the object qualifies
as an antique. This will require the buyer to obtain an independent appraisal
certifying the species of endangered material on the object and certifying that the
object is not less than 100 years of age. A prospective buyer planning to import an
object into the US may not rely on Phillips cataloguing to establish the species of
endangered material on the object or to establish the age of the object and must
consult with a qualified independent appraiser prior to placing a bid on the lot.
Please note that lots containing potentially regulated plant or animal material are
marked as a convenience to our clients, but Phillips does not accept liability for
errors or for failing to mark lots containing protected or regulated species.

Important Notices
Items Sold under Temporary Admission
We wish to draw your attention to changes recently made to items sold under
temporary admission (originally called temporary importation). The cancelling or
refunding of applicable VAT is now subject to items being exported from the EU
within 30 days of payment, rather than 90 days from the date of sale as previously
required. For up-to-date information on this matter, please refer to the section
entitled VAT and Other Tax Information for Buyers below.
Identification of Business or Trade Buyers
As of January 2010, Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs (‘HMRC’) has made it an
official requirement for auction houses to hold evidence of a buyer’s business
status, due to the revised VAT rules regarding buyer’s premium for lots with
symbols for businesses outside the UK.
• Where the buyer is a non-EU business, Phillips requires evidence of the business
status by means of the company identification, Certificate of Incorporation,
Articles of Association or government-issued documents showing that the
company exists.
• Where the buyer is an EU VAT registered business, Phillips requires the business’s
VAT registration number.
These details can be scanned and emailed to us, or alternatively they can be faxed
or mailed. If these requirements are not met, we will be unable to cancel/refund
any applicable VAT.
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The following paragraphs provide general information to buyers on the VAT and
certain other potential tax implications of purchasing property at Phillips. This
information is not intended to be complete. In all cases, the relevant tax legislation
takes precedence, and the VAT rates in effect on the day of the auction will be the
rates charged. It should be noted that, for VAT purposes only, Phillips is not usually
treated as agent and most property is sold as if it is the property of Phillips. In the
following paragraphs, reference to VAT symbols shall mean those symbols located
beside the lot number or the pre-sale estimates in the catalogue (or amending
saleroom addendum).
1 Property with No VAT Symbol
Where there is no VAT symbol, Phillips is able to use the Auctioneer’s Margin
Scheme, and VAT will not normally be charged on the hammer price. Phillips must
bear VAT on the buyer’s premium. Therefore, we will charge an amount in lieu of
VAT at 20% on the buyer’s premium. This amount will form part of the buyer’s
premium on our invoice and will not be separately identified.
2 Property with a † Symbol
These lots will be sold under the normal UK VAT rules, and VAT will be charged at
20% on both the hammer price and buyer’s premium. Where the buyer is a relevant
business person in the EU (non-UK) or is a relevant business person in a non-EU
country then no VAT will be charged on the buyer’s premium. This is subject to
Phillips being provided with evidence of the buyer’s VAT registration number in
the relevant Member State (non-UK) or the buyer’s business status in a non-EU
country such as the buyer’s Tax Registration Certificate. Should this evidence not
be provided then VAT will be charged on the buyer’s premium.
3 Property with a § Symbol
Lots sold to buyers whose registered address is in the EU will be assumed to be
remaining in the EU. The property will be invoiced as if it had no VAT symbol.
However, if an EU buyer advises us that the property is to be exported from the EU,
Phillips will re-invoice the property under the normal VAT rules. Lots sold to buyers
whose address is outside the EU will be assumed to be exported from the EU. The
property will be invoiced under the normal VAT rules. Although the hammer price
will be subject to VAT, the VAT will be cancelled or refunded upon export. The
buyer’s premium will always bear VAT unless the buyer is a relevant business
person in the EU (non-UK) or is a relevant business person in a non-EU country,
subject to Phillips receiving evidence of the buyer’s VAT registration number in
the relevant Member State (non-UK) or the buyer’s business status in a non-EU
country such as the buyer’s Tax Registration Certificate. Should this evidence not
be provided VAT will be charged on the buyer’s premium.
4 Property Sold with a ‡ or Ω Symbol
These lots have been imported from outside the EU to be sold at auction under
temporary admission. Property subject to temporary admission will be offered
under the Auctioneer’s Margin Scheme and will be subject to import VAT of either
5% or 20%, marked by ‡ and Ω respectively, on the hammer price and an amount in
lieu of VAT at 20% on the buyer’s premium. Anyone who wishes to buy outside the
Auctioneer’s Margin Scheme should notify the Client Accounting Department
before the sale.
Where lots are sold outside the Auctioneer’s Margin Scheme and the buyer is a
relevant business person in the EU (non-UK) or is a relevant business person in a
non-EU country then no VAT will be charged on the buyer’s premium. This is
subject to Phillips receiving evidence of the buyer’s VAT registration number in
the relevant Member State (non-UK) or the buyer’s business status in a non-EU
country such as the buyer’s Tax Registration Certificate. Should this evidence not
be provided VAT will be charged on the buyer’s premium.
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5 Exports from the European Union
The following types of VAT may be cancelled or refunded by Phillips on exports
made within three months of the sale date if strict conditions are met:
• The amount in lieu of VAT charged on the buyer’s premium for property sold
under the Auctioneer’s Margin Scheme (i.e., without a VAT symbol).
• The VAT on the hammer price for property sold under the normal VAT rules
(i.e., with a † or a § symbol).
The following type of VAT may be cancelled or refunded by Phillips on exports
made within 30 days of payment date if strict conditions are met:
• The import VAT charged on the hammer price and an amount in lieu of VAT on the
buyer’s premium for property sold under temporary admission (i.e., with a ‡ or a
Ω symbol) under the Auctioneer’s Margin Scheme.
In each of the above examples, where the appropriate conditions are satisfied, no
VAT will be charged if, at or before the time of invoicing, the buyer instructs Phillips
to export the property from the EU. This will require acceptance of an export
quotation provided by Phillips. If such instruction is received after payment, a
refund of the VAT amount will be made.
Where the buyer carries purchases from the EU personally or uses the services of a
third party, Phillips will charge the VAT amount due as a deposit and refund it if the
lot has been exported within the timelines specified below and either of the
following conditions are met:
• For lots sold under the Auctioneer’s Margin Scheme or the normal VAT rules,
Phillips is provided with appropriate original documentary proof of export from
the EU within three months of the date of sale. Buyers carrying their own
property should obtain hand-carry papers from the Shipping Department to
facilitate this process.
• For lots sold under temporary admission, Phillips is provided with the original
correct paperwork duly completed and stamped by HMRC which shows the
property has been exported from the EU via the UK within 30 days of payment
date. It is essential for shippers acting on behalf of buyers to collect copies of
original import papers from our Shipping Department. HMRC insist that the
correct customs procedures are followed and Phillips will not be able to issue
any refunds where the export documents do not exactly comply with
governmental regulations. Property subject to temporary admission must be
transferred to another customs procedure immediately if any restoration or
repair work is to be carried out.
Buyers carrying their own property must obtain hand-carry papers from the
Shipping Department, for which a charge of £20 will be made. The VAT refund will
be processed once the appropriate paperwork has been returned to Phillips.
Phillips is not able to cancel or refund any VAT charged on sales made to UK or EU
private residents unless the lot is subject to temporary admission and the property
is exported from the EU within 30 days of payment date. Any refund of VAT is
subject to a minimum of £50 per shipment and a processing charge of £20.

6 VAT Refunds from HM Revenue & Customs
Where VAT charged cannot be cancelled or refunded by Phillips, it may be possible
to seek repayment from HMRC . Repayments in this manner are limited to
businesses located outside the UK and may be considered for example for Import
VAT charged on the hammer price for lots sold under temporary admission.
All claims made by customers located in another member state to the UK will need
to be made under a new mechanism from 1 January 2010. The process prior to 1
January 2010 is no longer in operation.
If you are located in an EU member state other than the UK you will now need to
apply for a refund of UK VAT directly to your local tax authority. This is done via
submission of an electronically based claim form which should be accessed
through the website of your local tax authority. As a result, your form may include
VAT incurred in a number of member states. Furthermore, from 1 January 2010 you
should only submit one form per year, rather than submitting forms throughout
the year.
Please note that the time limits by which you must make a claim have been
extended. When making a claim for VAT incurred in another EU member state any
claim will still be made on a calendar year basis but must now be made no later
than 30 September following that calendar year. This effectively extends the time
by which claims should be made by three months (e.g., for VAT incurred in the year
1 January to 31 December 2010 you should make a claim to your local tax authority
no later than 30 September 2011). Once you have submitted the electronic form to
your local tax authority it is their responsibility to ensure that payment is obtained
from the relevant member states. This should be completed within four months. If
this time limit is not adhered to you may receive interest on the unpaid amounts.
If you are located outside the EU you should apply for a refund of UK VAT directly to
HMRC (the rules for those located outside of the EU have not changed). Claim
forms are only available from the HMRC website. Go to hmrc.gov.uk, select Forms
under Quick Links and then Find a Form. The relevant form is VAT65A. Completed
forms should be returned to: HM Revenue & Customs, VAT Overseas Repayments,
8th/13th Directive, PO Box 34, Foyle House, Duncreggan Road, Londonderry
BT48 7AE, Northern Ireland, (tel) +44 (0)2871 305100 (fax) +44 (0)2871 305101,
email enq.oru.ni@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk.
You should submit claims for VAT to HMRC no later than six months from the end
of the 12 month period ending 30 June (e.g., claims for the period 1 July 2011 to 30
June 2012 should be made no later than 31 December 2012).
Please note that refunds of VAT will only be made where VAT has been incurred for
a business purpose. Any VAT incurred on articles bought for personal use will not
be refunded.
7 Sales and Use Taxes
Buyers from outside the UK should note that local sales taxes or use taxes may
become payable upon import of lots following purchase. Buyers should consult
their own tax advisors.

Buyers intending to export, repair, restore or alter lots under temporary admission
should notify the Shipping Department before collection. Failure to do so may
result in the import VAT becoming payable immediately and Phillips being unable
to refund the VAT charged on deposit.
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Conditions of Sale
The Conditions of Sale and Authorship Warranty set forth below govern the
relationship between bidders and buyers, on the one hand, and Phillips and sellers,
on the other hand. All prospective buyers should read these Conditions of Sale, the
Important Notices and VAT information following the Guide for Prospective Buyers
and the Authorship Warranty carefully before bidding.
1 Introduction
Each lot in this catalogue is offered for sale and sold subject to: (a) the Conditions
of Sale and Authorship Warranty; (b) additional notices and terms printed in other
places in this catalogue, including the Guide for Prospective Buyers and (c)
supplements to this catalogue or other written material posted by Phillips in the
saleroom, in each case as amended by any addendum or announcement by the
auctioneer prior to the auction.
By bidding at the auction, whether in person, through an agent, by written bid, by
telephone bid or other means, bidders and buyers agree to be bound by these
Conditions of Sale, as so changed or supplemented, and Authorship Warranty.
These Conditions of Sale, as so changed or supplemented, and Authorship
Warranty contain all the terms on which Phillips and the seller contract with the
buyer.
2 Phillips as Agent
Phillips acts as an agent for the seller, unless otherwise indicated in this catalogue
or at the time of auction. On occasion, Phillips may own a lot directly, in which case
we will act in a principal capacity as a consignor, or a company affiliated with Phillips
may own a lot, in which case we will act as agent for that company, or Phillips or an
affiliated company may have a legal, beneficial or financial interest in a lot as a
secured creditor or otherwise.
3 Catalogue Descriptions and Condition of Property
Lots are sold subject to the Authorship Warranty, as described in the catalogue
(unless such description is changed or supplemented, as provided in Paragraph 1
above) and in the condition that they are in at the time of the sale on the following
basis.
(a) The knowledge of Phillips in relation to each lot is partially dependent on
information provided to us by the seller and Phillips is not able to and does not
carry out exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Prospective buyers acknowledge
this fact and accept responsibility for carrying out inspections and investigations
to satisfy themselves as to the lots in which they may be interested.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, we shall exercise such reasonable care when
making express statements in catalogue descriptions or condition reports as is
consistent with our role as auctioneer of lots in this sale and in light of (i) the
information provided to us by the seller; (ii) scholarship and technical knowledge
and (iii) the generally accepted opinions of relevant experts, in each case at the
time any such express statement is made.
(b) Each lot offered for sale at Phillips is available for inspection by prospective
buyers prior to the auction. Phillips accepts bids on lots on the basis that bidders
(and independent experts on their behalf, to the extent appropriate given the
nature and value of the lot and the bidder’s own expertise) have fully inspected the
lot prior to bidding and have satisfied themselves as to both the condition of the
lot and the accuracy of its description.
(c) Prospective buyers acknowledge that many lots are of an age and type which
means that they are not in perfect condition. As a courtesy to clients, Phillips may
prepare and provide condition reports to assist prospective buyers when they are
inspecting lots. Catalogue descriptions and condition reports may make reference
to particular imperfections of a lot, but bidders should note that lots may have
other faults not expressly referred to in the catalogue or condition report. All
dimensions are approximate. Illustrations are for identification purposes only and
cannot be used as precise indications of size or to convey full information as to the
actual condition of lots.
(d) Information provided to prospective buyers in respect of any lot, including any
pre-sale estimate, whether written or oral, and information in any catalogue,
condition or other report, commentary or valuation, is not a representation of fact
but rather a statement of opinion held by Phillips. Any pre-sale estimate may not
be relied on as a prediction of the selling price or value of the lot and may be
revised from time to time by Phillips at our absolute discretion. Neither Phillips nor
any of our affiliated companies shall be liable for any difference between the presale estimates for any lot and the actual price achieved at auction or upon resale.
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4 Bidding at Auction
(a) Phillips has absolute discretion to refuse admission to the auction or
participation in the sale. All bidders must register for a paddle prior to bidding,
supplying such information and references as required by Phillips.
(b) As a convenience to bidders who cannot attend the auction in person, Phillips
may, if so instructed by the bidder, execute written absentee bids on a bidder’s
behalf. Absentee bidders are required to submit bids on the Absentee Bid Form, a
copy of which is printed in this catalogue or otherwise available from Phillips. Bids
must be placed in the currency of the sale. The bidder must clearly indicate the
maximum amount he or she intends to bid, excluding the buyer’s premium and
value added tax (VAT). The auctioneer will not accept an instruction to execute an
absentee bid which does not indicate such maximum bid. Our staff will attempt to
execute an absentee bid at the lowest possible price taking into account the
reserve and other bidders. Any absentee bid must be received at least 24 hours in
advance of the sale. In the event of identical bids, the earliest bid received will take
precedence.
(c) Telephone bidders are required to submit bids on the Telephone Bid Form, a
copy of which is printed in this catalogue or otherwise available from Phillips.
Telephone bidding is available for lots whose low pre-sale estimate is at least £500.
Phillips reserves the right to require written confirmation of a successful bid from a
telephone bidder by fax or otherwise immediately after such bid is accepted by the
auctioneer. Telephone bids may be recorded and, by bidding on the telephone, a
bidder consents to the recording of the conversation.
(d) Bidders may participate in an auction by bidding online through Phillips’s online
live bidding platform available on our website at www.phillips.com. To bid online,
bidders must register online at least 24 hours before the start of the auction. Online
bidding is subject to approval by Phillips’s bid department in our sole discretion. As
noted in Paragraph 3 above, Phillips encourages online bidders to inspect prior to
the auction any lot(s) on which they may bid, and condition reports are available
upon request. Bidding in a live auction can progress quickly. To ensure that online
bidders are not placed at a disadvantage when bidding against bidders in the room
or on the telephone, the procedure for placing bids through Phillips’s online bidding
platform is a one-step process. By clicking the bid button on the computer screen, a
bidder submits a bid. Online bidders acknowledge and agree that bids so submitted
are final and may not under any circumstances be amended or retracted. During a
live auction, when bids other than online bids are placed, they will be displayed on
the online bidder’s computer screen as ‘floor’ bids. ‘Floor’ bids include bids made by
the auctioneer to protect the reserve. In the event that an online bid and a ‘floor’ or
‘phone’ bid are identical, the ‘floor’ bid may take precedence at the auctioneer’s
discretion. The next bidding increment is shown for the convenience of online
bidders in the bid button. The bidding increment available to online bidders may
vary from the next bid actually taken by the auctioneer, as the auctioneer may
deviate from Phillips’s standard increments at any time at his or her discretion, but
an online bidder may only place a bid in a whole bidding increment. Phillips’s bidding
increments are published in the Guide for Prospective Buyers.
(e) When making a bid, whether in person, by absentee bid, on the telephone or
online, a bidder accepts personal liability to pay the purchase price, as described
more fully in Paragraph 6 (a) below, plus all other applicable charges unless it has
been explicitly agreed in writing with Phillips before the commencement of the
auction that the bidder is acting as agent on behalf of an identified third party
acceptable to Phillips and that we will only look to the principal for such payment.
(f) By participating in the auction, whether in person, by absentee bid, on the
telephone or online, each prospective buyer represents and warrants that any bids
placed by such person, or on such person’s behalf, are not the product of any
collusive or other anti-competitive agreement and are otherwise consistent with
federal and state antitrust law.

(g) Arranging absentee, telephone and online bids is a free service provided by
Phillips to prospective buyers. While we undertake to exercise reasonable care in
undertaking such activity, we cannot accept liability for failure to execute such bids
except where such failure is caused by our willful misconduct.
(h) Employees of Phillips and our affiliated companies, including the auctioneer,
may bid at the auction by placing absentee bids so long as they do not know the
reserve when submitting their absentee bids and otherwise comply with our
employee bidding procedures.
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5 Conduct of the Auction
(a) Unless otherwise indicated by the symbol •, each lot is offered subject to a
reserve, which is the confidential minimum selling price agreed by Phillips with the
seller. The reserve will not exceed the low pre-sale estimate at the time of the auction.
(b) The auctioneer has discretion at any time to refuse any bid, withdraw any lot,
re-offer a lot for sale (including after the fall of the hammer) if he or she believes
there may be error or dispute and take such other action as he or she deems
reasonably appropriate. Phillips shall have no liability whatsoever for any such
action taken by the auctioneer. If any dispute arises after the sale, our sale record
is conclusive. The auctioneer may accept bids made by a company affiliated with
Phillips provided that the bidder does not know the reserve placed on the lot.
(c) The auctioneer will commence and advance the bidding at levels and in
increments he or she considers appropriate. In order to protect the reserve on any
lot, the auctioneer may place one or more bids on behalf of the seller up to the
reserve without indicating he or she is doing so, either by placing consecutive bids
or bids in response to other bidders. If a lot is offered without reserve, unless there
are already competing absentee bids, the auctioneer will generally open the
bidding at 50% of the lot’s low pre-sale estimate. In the absence of a bid at that
level, the auctioneer will proceed backwards at his or her discretion until a bid is
recognized and will then advance the bidding from that amount. Absentee bids on
no reserve lots will, in the absence of a higher bid, be executed at approximately
50% of the low pre-sale estimate or at the amount of the bid if it is less than 50% of
the low pre-sale estimate. If there is no bid whatsoever on a no reserve lot, the
auctioneer may deem such lot unsold.
(d) The sale will be conducted in pounds sterling and payment is due in pounds
sterling. For the benefit of international clients, pre-sale estimates in the auction
catalogue may be shown in US dollars and/or euros and, if so, will reflect
approximate exchange rates. Accordingly, estimates in US dollars or euros should
be treated only as a guide. If a currency converter is operated during the sale, it is
done so as a courtesy to bidders, but Phillips accepts no responsibility for any
errors in currency conversion calculation.
(e) Subject to the auctioneer’s reasonable discretion, the highest bidder accepted
by the auctioneer will be the buyer and the striking of the hammer marks the
acceptance of the highest bid and the conclusion of a contract for sale between the
seller and the buyer. Risk and responsibility for the lot passes to the buyer as set
forth in Paragraph 7 below.
(f) If a lot is not sold, the auctioneer will announce that it has been ‘passed’,
‘withdrawn’, ‘returned to owner’ or ‘bought-in’.
(g) Any post-auction sale of lots offered at auction shall incorporate these
Conditions of Sale and Authorship Warranty as if sold in the auction.
6 Purchase Price and Payment
(a) The buyer agrees to pay us, in addition to the hammer price of the lot, the
buyer’s premium, plus any applicable value added tax (VAT) and any applicable
resale royalty (the ‘Purchase Price’). The buyer’s premium is 25% of the hammer
price up to and including £100,000, 20% of the portion of the hammer price above
£100,000 up to and including £1,800,000 and 12% of the portion of the hammer
price above £1,800,000. Phillips reserves the right to pay from our compensation
an introductory commission to one or more third parties for assisting in the sale of
property offered and sold at auction.
(b) VAT is payable in accordance with applicable law. All prices, fees, charges and
expenses set out in these Conditions of Sale are quoted exclusive of VAT.
(c) If the Artist’s Resale Right Regulations 2006 apply to the lot, the buyer agrees
to pay to us an amount equal to the resale royalty provided for in those regulations
and we undertake to the buyer to pay such amount to the artist’s collection agent.
In circumstances where (i) we are on notice that the resale royalty is payable or (ii)
we have not been able to ascertain the nationality of the artist, we will identify the
lot with the symbol ♠ next to the lot number and will invoice the resale royalty to
the buyer. If we subsequently determine that the nationality of the artist does not
entitle him/her to the resale royalty on the lot, we will arrange a refund to the
buyer of the amount of the royalty paid to us. If, after a sale in which we did not
collect the resale royalty on a particular lot, we become aware that information
provided to us prior to the auction concerning an artist’s nationality was incorrect
and the artist is entitled to the resale royalty on the lot, the buyer shall pay the
resale royalty to us upon receipt of an invoice.
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(d) Unless otherwise agreed, a buyer is required to pay for a purchased lot
immediately following the auction regardless of any intention to obtain an export
or import license or other permit for such lot. Payments must be made by the
invoiced party in pounds sterling either by cash, cheque drawn on a UK bank or
wire transfer, as follows:
(i) Phillips will accept payment in cash provided that the total amount paid in cash
or cash equivalents does not exceed the local currency equivalent of US$10,000.
(ii) Personal cheques and banker’s drafs are accepted if drawn on a UK bank and
the buyer provides to us acceptable government-issued identifcation. Cheques and
banker’s drafs should be made payable to Phillips Auctioneers Ltd. If payment is
sent by post, please send the cheque or banker’s draf to the attention of the Client
Accounting Department at
30 Berkeley Square, London, W1J6EX and ensure that the sale number is written on
the cheque. Cheques or banker’s drafs drawn by third parties will not be accepted.

(iii) Payment by wire transfer may be sent directly to Phillips. Bank transfer details:
Bank of Scotland
Gordon Street, Glasgow G1 3RS, Scotland
Account of Phillips Auctioneers Ltd.
Account No: 00440780
Sort code: 80-54-01
SWIFT/BIC: BOFSGB21138
IBAN: GB36BOFS80540100440780
(e) As a courtesy to clients, Phillips will accept American Express, Visa,
MasterCard, UnionPay (for in-person transactions only) and UK-issued debit cards
to pay for invoices of £50,000 or less. A processing fee will apply.
(f) Title in a purchased lot will not pass until Phillips has received the Purchase
Price for that lot in cleared funds. Phillips is not obliged to release a lot to the buyer
until title in the lot has passed and appropriate identification has been provided,
and any earlier release does not affect the passing of title or the buyer’s
unconditional obligation to pay the Purchase Price.
7 Collection of Property
(a) Phillips will not release a lot to the buyer until we have received payment of its
Purchase Price in full in cleared funds, the buyer has paid all outstanding amounts
due to Phillips or any of our affiliated companies, including any charges payable
pursuant to Paragraph 8 (a) below, and the buyer has satisfied such other terms as
we in our sole discretion shall require, including completing any anti-money
laundering or anti-terrorism financing checks. As soon as a buyer has satisfied all
of the foregoing conditions, he or she should contact us at +44 (0) 207 318 4081 or
+44 (0) 207 318 4082 to arrange for collection of purchased property.
(b) The buyer must arrange for collection of a purchased lot within seven days of
the date of the auction. After the auction, we will transfer all lots to our fine art
storage facility located near Wimbledon and will so advise all buyers. Purchased
lots are at the buyer’s risk, including the responsibility for insurance, from (i) the
date of collection or (ii) seven days after the auction, whichever is the earlier. Until
risk passes, Phillips will compensate the buyer for any loss or damage to a
purchased lot up to a maximum of the Purchase Price paid, subject to our usual
exclusions for loss or damage to property.

(c) As a courtesy to clients, Phillips will, without charge, wrap purchased lots for
hand carry only. We do not provide packing, handling, insurance or shipping
services. We will coordinate with shipping agents instructed by the buyer, whether
or not recommended by Phillips, in order to facilitate the packing, handling,
insurance and shipping of property bought at Phillips. Any such instruction is
entirely at the buyer’s risk and responsibility, and we will not be liable for acts or
omissions of third party packers or shippers.
(d) Phillips will require presentation of government-issued identification prior to
release of a lot to the buyer or the buyer’s authorized representative.
8 Failure to Collect Purchases
(a) If the buyer pays the Purchase Price but fails to collect a purchased lot within
30 days of the auction, the buyer will incur a storage fee of £10 per day for each
uncollected lot. Additional charges may apply to oversized lots. We will not release
purchased lots to the buyer until all such charges have been paid in full.
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CARY LEIBOWITZ:
MUSEUM SHOW
ON TOUR
The Contemporary Jewish Museum, San Francisco
Jan 26–Jun 25, 2017
The Institute of Contemporary Art, Philadelphia
Feb 2–Mar 25, 2018

thecjm.org

The Contemporary Art Museum, Houston
May 11–Aug 26, 2018
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(b) If a purchased lot is paid for but not collected within six months of the auction,
the buyer authorizes Phillips, upon notice, to arrange a resale of the item by
auction or private sale, with estimates and a reserve set at Phillips’s reasonable
discretion. The proceeds of such sale will be applied to pay for storage charges and
any other outstanding costs and expenses owed by the buyer to Phillips or our
affiliated companies and the remainder will be forfeited unless collected by the
buyer within two years of the original auction.
9 Remedies for Non-Payment
(a) Without prejudice to any rights the seller may have, if the buyer without prior
agreement fails to make payment of the Purchase Price for a lot in cleared funds
within seven days of the auction, Phillips may in our sole discretion exercise one or
more of the following remedies: (i) store the lot at Phillips‘s premises or elsewhere
at the buyer’s sole risk and expense; (ii) cancel the sale of the lot, retaining any
partial payment of the Purchase Price as liquidated damages; (iii) reject future bids
from the buyer or render such bids subject to payment of a deposit; (iv) charge
interest at 12% per annum from the date payment became due until the date the
Purchase Price is received in cleared funds; (v) subject to notification of the buyer,
exercise a lien over any of the buyer’s property which is in the possession of Phillips
and instruct our affiliated companies to exercise a lien over any of the buyer’s
property which is in their possession and, in each case, no earlier than 30 days from
the date of such notice arrange the sale of such property and apply the proceeds to
the amount owed to Phillips or any of our affiliated companies after the deduction
from sale proceeds of our standard vendor’s commission, all sale-related expenses
and any applicable taxes thereon; (vi) resell the lot by auction or private sale, with
estimates and a reserve set at Phillips’s reasonable discretion, it being understood
that in the event such resale is for less than the original hammer price and buyer’s
premium for that lot, the buyer will remain liable for the shortfall together with all
costs incurred in such resale; (vii) commence legal proceedings to recover the
hammer price and buyer’s premium for that lot, together with interest and the
costs of such proceedings; (viii) set off the outstanding amount remaining unpaid
by the buyer against any amounts which we or any of our affiliated companies may
owe the buyer in any other transactions; (ix) release the name and address of the
buyer to the seller to enable the seller to commence legal proceedings to recover
the amounts due and legal costs; or (x) take such other action as we deem
necessary or appropriate.
(b) The buyer irrevocably authorizes Phillips to exercise a lien over the buyer’s
property which is in our possession upon notification by any of our affiliated
companies that the buyer is in default of payment. Phillips will notify the buyer of
any such lien. The buyer also irrevocably authorizes Phillips, upon notification by
any of our affiliated companies that the buyer is in default of payment, to pledge
the buyer’s property in our possession by actual or constructive delivery to our
affiliated company as security for the payment of any outstanding amount due.
Phillips will notify the buyer if the buyer’s property has been delivered to an
affiliated company by way of pledge.

(c) If the buyer is in default of payment, the buyer irrevocably authorizes Phillips to
instruct any of our affiliated companies in possession of the buyer’s property to
deliver the property by way of pledge as the buyer’s agent to a third party instructed
by Phillips to hold the property on our behalf as security for the payment of the
Purchase Price and any other amount due and, no earlier than 30 days from the date
of written notice to the buyer, to sell the property in such manner and for such
consideration as can reasonably be obtained on a forced sale basis and to apply the
proceeds to any amount owed to Phillips or any of our affiliated companies after the
deduction from sale proceeds of our standard vendor’s commission, all sale-related
expenses and any applicable taxes thereon.
10 Rescission by Phillips
Phillips shall have the right, but not the obligation, to rescind a sale without notice
to the buyer if we reasonably believe that there is a material breach of the seller’s
representations and warranties or the Authorship Warranty or an adverse claim is
made by a third party. Upon notice of Phillips election to rescind the sale, the buyer
will promptly return the lot to Phillips, and we will then refund the Purchase Price
paid to us. As described more fully in Paragraph 13 below, the refund shall
constitute the sole remedy and recourse of the buyer against Phillips and the seller
with respect to such rescinded sale.
11 Export, Import and Endangered Species Licences and Permits
Before bidding for any property, prospective buyers are advised to make their own
enquiries as to whether a licence is required to export a lot from the United
Kingdom or to import it into another country. Prospective buyers are advised that
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some countries prohibit the import of property made of or incorporating plant or
animal material, such as coral, crocodile, ivory, whalebone, Brazilian rosewood,
rhinoceros horn or tortoiseshell, irrespective of age, percentage or value.
Accordingly, prior to bidding, prospective buyers considering export of purchased
lots should familiarize themselves with relevant export and import regulations of
the countries concerned. Please note that the US prohibits the importation of any
item containing African elephant ivory. Asian elephant ivory may be imported in to
the US only if accompanied by independent scientifc analysis of continent of origin
and confrmation the object is more than 100 years old.
With regard to any item containing endangered species other than elephant ivory,
an importer into the US must provide documented evidence of the species
identifcation and age of an object in order to demonstrate that the item qualifes
as an antique. This will require the buyer to obtain an independent appraisal
certify the species of endangered material on the object and certifying that the
object is not less than 100 years of age. A prospective buyer planning to import an
object containing endangered species into the US may not rely on Phillips
cataloguing to establish the species of endangered material on the object or to
establish the age of the object and must consult with a qualifed independent
appraiser prior to placing a bid on the lot.
It is solely the buyer’s responsibility to comply with these laws and to obtain any
necessary export, import and endangered species licences or permits. Failure to
obtain a licence or permit or delay in so doing will not justify the cancellation of the
sale or any delay in making full payment for the lot. As a courtesy to clients,
Phillips has marked in the catalogue lots containing potentially regulated plant or
animal material, but we do not accept liability for errors or for failing to mark lots
containing protected or regulated species.
12 Data Protection
(a) In connection with the supply of auction and related services, or as required by
law, Phillips may ask clients to provide personal data. Phillips may take and retain a
copy of government-issued identification such as a passport or driving licence. We
will use your personal data (i) to provide auction and related services; (ii) to enforce
these Conditions of Sale; (iii) to carry out identity and credit checks; (iv) to
implement and improve the management and operations of our business and (v)
for other purposes set out in our Privacy Policy published on the Phillips website at
www.phillips.com (the ‘Privacy Policy’) and available on request by emailing
dataprotection@phillips.com. By agreeing to these Conditions of Sale, you consent
to our use of your personal data, including sensitive personal data, in accordance
with the Privacy Policy. The personal data we may collect and process is listed, and
sensitive personal data is defined, in our Privacy Policy. Phillips may also, from time
to time, send you promotional and marketing materials about us and our services.
If you would prefer not to receive such information, please email us at
dataprotection@phillips.com. Please also email us at this address to receive
information about your personal data or to advise us if the personal data we hold
about you is inaccurate or out of date.
(b) In order to provide our services, we may disclose your personal data to third
parties, including professional advisors, shippers and credit agencies. We will
disclose, share with and transfer your personal data to Phillips’s affiliated persons
(natural or legal) for administration, sale and auction related purposes, including to
persons outside the European Economic Area (EEA), where national laws may not
provide an equivalent level of protection to personal data as that provided within
the EEA. You expressly consent to such transfer of your personal data, including
sensitive personal data, outside the EEA. We will not sell, rent or otherwise
transfer any of your personal data to third parties except as otherwise expressly
provided in this Paragraph 12.
(c) Phillips’s premises may be subject to video surveillance and recording.
Telephone calls (e.g., telephone bidding) may also be recorded. We may process
that information in accordance with our Privacy Policy.
13 Limitation of Liability
(a) Subject to sub-paragraph (e) below, the total liability of Phillips, our affiliated
companies and the seller to the buyer in connection with the sale of a lot shall be
limited to the Purchase Price actually paid by the buyer for the lot.

(b) Except as otherwise provided in this Paragraph 13, none of Phillips, any of our
affiliated companies or the seller (i) is liable for any errors or omissions, whether
orally or in writing, in information provided to prospective buyers by Phillips or any of
our affiliated companies or (ii) accepts responsibility to any bidder in respect of acts
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Authorship Warranty
or omissions, whether negligent or otherwise, by Phillips or any of our affiliated
companies in connection with the conduct of the auction or for any other matter
relating to the sale of any lot.

Phillips warrants the authorship of property in this auction catalogue described in
headings in BOLD or CAPITALIZED type for a period of five years from date of sale
by Phillips, subject to the exclusions and limitations set forth below.

(c) All warranties other than the Authorship Warranty, express or implied, including
any warranty of satisfactory quality and fitness for purpose, are specifically
excluded by Phillips, our affiliated companies and the seller to the fullest extent
permitted by law.

(a) Phillips gives this Authorship Warranty only to the original buyer of record (i.e.,
the registered successful bidder) of any lot. This Authorship Warranty does not
extend to (i) subsequent owners of the property, including purchasers or recipients
by way of gift from the original buyer, heirs, successors, beneficiaries and assigns;
(ii) property where the description in the catalogue states that there is a conflict of
opinion on the authorship of the property; (iii) property where our attribution of
authorship was on the date of sale consistent with the generally accepted opinions
of specialists, scholars or other experts; (iv) property whose description or dating is
proved inaccurate by means of scientific methods or tests not generally accepted
for use at the time of the publication of the catalogue or which were at such time
deemed unreasonably expensive or impractical to use or likely in our reasonable
opinion to have caused damage or loss in value to the lot or (v) property where there
has been no material loss in value from the value of the lot had it been as described
in the heading of the catalogue entry.

(d) Subject to sub-paragraph (e) below, none of Phillips, any of our affiliated
companies or the seller shall be liable to the buyer for any loss or damage beyond
the refund of the Purchase Price referred to in sub-paragraph (a) above, whether
such loss or damage is characterised as direct, indirect, special, incidental or
consequential, or for the payment of interest on the Purchase Price to the fullest
extent permitted by law.
(e) No provision in these Conditions of Sale shall be deemed to exclude or limit the
liability of Phillips or any of our affiliated companies to the buyer in respect of any
fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation made by any of us or in respect of death or
personal injury caused by our negligent acts or omissions.
14 Copyright
The copyright in all images, illustrations and written materials produced by or for
Phillips relating to a lot, including the contents of this catalogue, is and shall remain
at all times the property of Phillips and, subject to the provisions of the Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988, such images and materials may not be used by the
buyer or any other party without our prior written consent. Phillips and the seller
make no representations or warranties that the buyer of a lot will acquire any
copyright or other reproduction rights in it.
15 General
(a) These Conditions of Sale, as changed or supplemented as provided in Paragraph 1
above, and Authorship Warranty set out the entire agreement between the parties
with respect to the transactions contemplated herein and supersede all prior and
contemporaneous written, oral or implied understandings, representations and
agreements.
(b) Notices to Phillips shall be in writing and addressed to the department in charge of
the sale, quoting the reference number specified at the beginning of the sale
catalogue. Notices to clients shall be addressed to the last address notified by them in
writing to Phillips.

(c) These Conditions of Sale are not assignable by any buyer without our prior
written consent but are binding on the buyer’s successors, assigns and
representatives.
(d) Should any provision of these Conditions of Sale be held void, invalid or
unenforceable for any reason, the remaining provisions shall remain in full force
and effect. No failure by any party to exercise, nor any delay in exercising, any right
or remedy under these Conditions of Sale shall act as a waiver or release thereof in
whole or in part.

(b) In any claim for breach of the Authorship Warranty, Phillips reserves the right,
as a condition to rescinding any sale under this warranty, to require the buyer to
provide to us at the buyer’s expense the written opinions of two recognized experts
approved in advance by Phillips. We shall not be bound by any expert report
produced by the buyer and reserve the right to consult our own experts at our
expense. If Phillips agrees to rescind a sale under the Authorship Warranty, we shall
refund to the buyer the reasonable costs charged by the experts commissioned by
the buyer and approved in advance by us.
(c) Subject to the exclusions set forth in subparagraph (a) above, the buyer may
bring a claim for breach of the Authorship Warranty provided that (i) he or she has
notified Phillips in writing within three months of receiving any information which
causes the buyer to question the authorship of the lot, specifying the auction in
which the property was included, the lot number in the auction catalogue and the
reasons why the authorship of the lot is being questioned and (ii) the buyer returns
the lot to Phillips to the saleroom in which it was purchased in the same condition as
at the time of its auction and is able to transfer good and marketable title in the lot
free from any third party claim arising after the date of the auction. Phillips has
discretion to waive any of the foregoing requirements set forth in this subparagraph
(c) or subparagraph (b) above.
(d) The buyer understands and agrees that the exclusive remedy for any breach of
the Authorship Warranty shall be rescission of the sale and refund of the original
Purchase Price paid. This remedy shall constitute the sole remedy and recourse of
the buyer against Phillips, any of our affiliated companies and the seller and is in lieu
of any other remedy available as a matter of law or equity. This means that none of
Phillips, any of our affiliated companies or the seller shall be liable for loss or
damage beyond the remedy expressly provided in this Authorship Warranty,
whether such loss or damage is characterized as direct, indirect, special, incidental
or consequential, or for the payment of interest on the original Purchase Price.

(e) No term of these Conditions of Sale shall be enforceable under the Contracts
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 by anyone other than the buyer.
16 Law and Jurisdiction
(a) The rights and obligations of the parties with respect to these Conditions of
Sale and Authorship Warranty, the conduct of the auction and any matters related
to any of the foregoing shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with
English law.
(b) For the benefit of Phillips, all bidders and sellers agree that the Courts of
England are to have exclusive jurisdiction to settle all disputes arising in connection
with all aspects of all matters or transactions to which these Conditions of Sale and
Authorship Warranty relate or apply. All parties agree that Phillips shall retain the
right to bring proceedings in any court other than the Courts of England.
(c) All bidders and sellers irrevocably consent to service of process or any other
documents in connection with proceedings in any court by facsimile transmission,
personal service, delivery by mail or in any other manner permitted by English law,
the law of the place of service or the law of the jurisdiction where proceedings are
instituted at the last address of the bidder or seller known to Phillips.
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Richard Hamilton
Picassoʼs meninas: three rare state proofs, 1973
etchings with aquatint, roulette, drypoint
and burnishing
each 75.5 x 56.7 cm (221/ 2 x 193/8 in.)
Estimate: $40,000-60,000 £31,900-48,000
€37,700-56,500

Crommelynck /
Editions
Auction New York, 18 April 2017
Phillips presents an exhibition of
highlights from the collection of master
printer and engraver, Piero Crommelynck

London
Public viewing from 15 – 19 March at
30 Berkeley Square, London W1J 6EX
Monday – Saturday 10am – 6pm
Sunday 12pm – 6pm

Paris
Public viewing from 22 – 25 March at
46 Rue du Bac, 75007 Paris
Monday – Saturday 10am – 6pm
Enquiries
+44 20 7318 4069
editionslondon@phillips.com
+ 33 153 71 77 87
infoparis@phillips.com

phillips.com
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Adrian Ghenie
Charles Darwin as a Young Man
signed and dated “Ghenie 2014” on the reverse
oil on canvas
20 7/8 x 13 3/8 in. (53 x 34 cm.)
Painted in 2014.
To be ofered in our New York 20th Century
& Contemporary Art Evening Sale this May

Sell with us.
20th Century & Contemporary Art
Evening & Day Sales
New York, 16 & 17 May 2017
We are proud to present our Spring 2017
20th Century & Contemporary Art sales in
New York, featuring this exceptional work
by Adrian Ghenie.
If you would like to sell a work of art through
us in our upcoming auctions please contact:
contemporaryartnewyork@phillips.com
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